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Abstract

1. Introduction

Embedded systems have become indivisible part of our everyday activities. They are dedicated devices performing
a particular job. A computing core of more complicated
embedded systems is formed by one or more applicationspecific instruction set processor. Therefore, powerful
tools for processors development are necessary. One of
the most important phases is the testing and optimization
phase of the processor design and target software. In the
testing phase, the most often used tool is a simulator. The
simulator can discover bugs in the processor design and
target software before the embedded system realization.
This paper describes several advanced methods of processor simulation, which can be used in the different phases
of processor development. In the optimization phase, the
most frequently used tool is a profiler. The profiler can
uncover problematic parts, such as bottleneck points, in
the processor design or in target software. Then, using the
results from the profiler, the designer can easily find which
parts of the processor design or target software should be
modified to get a better performance or reduce the powerconsumption. In this paper, two methods of profiling are
described. Furthermore, the ways how to simulate and
profile multiprocessor systems are also described in this
thesis. The processor or multiprocessor system is designed
using architecture description language.

The area of the hardware/software co-design deals with
the design of new embedded systems. These systems are
used in devices for the specific application domain, such as
network or multimedia processing. They consist, among
other things, of one or more application-specific instruction set processors (ASIPs, further referred only as processors). Each processor usually takes care of specific actions and is highly optimized for it (unlike the general
purpose processors, such as x86 family [19]). Hence, the
processor has to fulfill several constraints, such as chip
size, performance, etc. Furthermore, in the case of mobile devices, a designer also has to take care of powerconsumption of each processor and the system as a whole.
The process of finding the most optimal design according
to given constraints can be called either the trade-off exploration [22] or design space exploration (DSE) [26, 31].
The shorter time needed for DSE is always helpful. Because the time needed for the design of processor should
be as short as possible, there is a need to have a good integrated desktop environment (IDE) helping the designer
in the DSE.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6.5 [Simulation And Modeling]: Model Development;
I.6.7 [Simulation And Modeling]: Simulation Support
Systems
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In the IDE, s/he uses tools for the processor programming, such as a C compiler or assembler, and tools for the
processor simulation, such as different types of simulators
or profilers. One of the most important tools used during
all processor design phases is a simulator. The simulator
is used for testing and validation of the design; it can uncover hidden bugs. There are several types of simulators.
Each type has several advantages and disadvantages and
it is used in the different phases of the processor design.
The main three types described in this paper are:
• the interpreted,
• compiled, and
• translated simulator.
The interpreted simulator is not dependent on a target
application (i.e. its creation is based on the processor design only), but it is the slowest type of the simulators.
The compiled and the translated simulators in the basic
version are dependent on the target application (i.e. their
creation is based on the processor design and the target
application). The enriched versions of these simulators,
which are not dependent on the target application, are
also available (so-called just-in-time versions). Note that
the translated simulator is the fastest type of the simulators. Features of all mentioned types and the concepts
used within them are described in this paper. The concepts have been designed in a way that the simulators do
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not require a specific platform (e.g. Unix-like systems of
MS Windows) and they are not dependent on any third
party platform (e.g. SystemC platform [39]).
When the design hits the optimization phases, the simple
simulation is not sufficient. It does not give enough information about utilization of particular parts of the processor. Hence, the tool called profiler is used. The profiler
tracks all important activities within the processor during the target application execution. When the target
application ends, the profiler evaluates the collected information and provides an evaluated data to the designer
in a readable form (e.g. coverage graphs, such as source
code coverage, or lists of instructions or functions which
are important for some reason, such as the most executed
instructions etc.). The designer can optimize either the
processor design itself or the target application. For the
processor design optimizations, the low-level profiler can
be used. It uses instructions from the processor instruction set as the main entity to which the statistics are
collected to (i.e. it works on an assembly language level).
On the other hand, for the target software optimization,
the high-level profiler can be used. Then, a function is
used as the main entity to which the statistics are collected to. Both types of the profilers are also described in
this paper.
Nowadays, the embedded systems contain usually more
than one processor. In such case, we are talking about
the multiprocessor systems on chip (MPSoC) [20]. For
instance, a video player can contain:
• one reduced general purpose processor – the control
unit, and
• two very long instruction word processors (VLIW)
– the video processing unit, and
• one DSP processor for audio processing.
Therefore, the IDE used for the system design should support the simulation of more than one processor. There are
two basic ways described how to simulate these systems.
It can be either the synchronous or asynchronous simulation. The first type is used for the simulation of systems with a shared memory. The second type is used for
the simulation of the systems without the shared memory,
where the processors communicate in other way (e.g. message based communication). The designer should be able
to debug and/or obtain profiling information of such systems. In this case, the profiler tracks utilization of shared
resources, such as memories or buses. Both simulation
types are described in this paper.
The ADL called ISAC [15, 28] is used for the singleprocessor or multiprocessor system description. Note that
some of the language aspects are inspired by the LISA language [14]. The ISAC language has been developed within
the Lissom project [24] at Brno University of Technology.

1.1 Goals of the Thesis
There are several main goals. Basically, all of then needs
the processor description in the ISAC language. The list
of them follows.
• Improve and/or create the new single processor simulation techniques. The speed and accuracy of the

•
•

•

•

simulation is crucial during the processor design, so
the time needed for the simulator creation and the
simulation time should be as small as possible.
Add the possibility to debug a running target application (i.e. allow different types of the breakpoints,
watchpoints setting, etc.).
Because the system on chip contains also other devices, such as I/O devices, the developer should
have a possibility to simulate the devices together
with the processor core. This technique is called
co-simulation.
Simulation is useful for the testing and validation,
but from the optimization point of view, the profiler
has to be used. Therefore, one of the main goals is to
generate the profiler from the processor description
without any additional instrumentation. The profiler should provide the information about functional
unit utilization and it should also provide information about instruction set and the target application
utilization.
Nowadays embedded systems consist of more application-specific instruction set processors, so the simulation of the multiprocessor systems should be possible. Furthermore, the profiling and debugging of
such systems should by also possible.

Note that the author’s contributions fulfill the goals.

2. State of The Art
Nowadays, demands for audio/video applications or network applications are very high. For instance, a video decoder needs to process thousands pixels per single second.
Ordinary general purpose processors usually cannot handle such a throughput. And even if they could handle such
the throughput, they are big and they have high powerconsumption (e.g. [18, 17]). Therefore, new applicationspecific instruction set processors are designed. They can
preprocess the input stream, so other processor can use
the preprocessed stream. Since they are optimized for a
particular job, they are smaller, powerful, and consume
less energy. This is very important for handheld devices,
such as mobile phones or portable game consoles.
The technology of the processor manufacturing allows us
to place more things on a single chip. By thing, we
mean other processors, specialized functional units, or input/output devices. This technology also opens a new
area for high performance applications. In the application domains, such as multimedia processing, the input
data stream can be divided into several non-conflicting
streams. Hence, several processors can work in parallel,
which leads to a very good performance of such systems
in comparison with the single-processor systems.
The methodology of the processor design (i.e. DSE) has
significantly changed in the last two decades [33]. The
methodology based on an iterative process was very popular at first. In this approach, the processor designers
create an informal processor design description. The architecture is created based on this description. After that,
they implement all necessary tools for the processor programming and simulation, the so-called tool-chain (i.e. an
assembler, simulator etc.). Then, they are able to start
the testing of their processor design. This process is very
time and money consuming. The designers have to change
the design, and then re-implement all the tools based on
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the results from the testing phase (e.g. a bug was found or
the design had poor performance). Furthermore, an additional testing of the tool-chain itself must be performed
to ensure the consistency among the tools. This approach
leads to first hardware, then software scenario. Such approach is shown in the Figure 1.
However, it has turned out it is necessary to design both
hardware and software at the same time, so the mutual
relations between them are explored. The designers can
build the architecture accordingly to the algorithm it executes. Without concurrent design of the hardware and
software, it is difficult to explore various trade-offs like
whether a task should be handled by hardware or by software, and also to adjust the hardware/software interface.
The more effective way of the design space exploration
is the use of architecture description languages (ADLs).
They allow the hardware/software co-design. The designer describes the processor in the selected ADL and
the complete tool-chain is automatically generated. The
hardware description can also be generated from the same
processor description. The software developers can start
to write the target application, and meanwhile, the hardware designers can work on the processor microarchitecture and/or other functional units, which do not influences/conflicts with the software development (e.g. a
modification the processor instruction set). This leads
to shorter design phases, so the final design is created
in a fraction of the original time. Furthermore, the automatically generated tools are usually based on formal
models which often imply better chances for the processor design verification/validation. The way of the hardware/software co-design is shown in the Figure 2.
There are a few projects which try to give the developers
a whole IDE for the processor design. Each of them uses
its own description language which has been developed
within the project. Some of the important projects are
mentioned in this section.
An open source project ArchC [1] uses the eponymous
ADL [2]. It is a description language for pipeline systems. It is based on SystemC platform. The processor
description is composed of several parts. The designer
can describe the resources, such as memories or registers,
the instruction set and its behavior. S/he can also de-

Figure 2: Processor design methodology using the
ADL

scribe the processor microarchitecture. The behavior is
described with C constructions and SystemC functions
from the delivered shared libraries.
Another widely used ADL is LISA [14]. The processor
description in the LISA language is composed of several
parts. In one part, the resources are defined. In the other
part, the instruction set with the behavior and processor
microarchitecture is described. The behavior of instructions is described using the C language.
The Sim-nML [37] project uses an ADL called nML [7].
This ADL can be used only for simple models without
pipelines and other timing features. In its basic form,
it is suitable for instruction set modeling only. Note that
there are some extensions [8] adding a support of microarchitecture description.
At the Vienna University of Technology, an ADL called
xADL [3] has been developed. The processor is described
as hardware blocks which are interconnected. Since one
uses the hardware blocks, the model is at cycle-accurate
level. A part of the tool-chain generation is based on the
LLVM platform [25].
The comparison of simulators which are available in the
other projects follows. Although from all mentioned languages the interpreted simulator can be generated [2, 4,
7, 14], as far as the author knows, the simulators use the
dynamic scheduling of events, which decrease the simulator performance. Our proposed solution replaces the
dynamic scheduling with the improved static scheduling
(the differences are described in the following section).
The compiled simulator can be also generated from all
mentioned languages. Note that the simulation platform
in the ArchC project uses the SystemC platform. The
interpreted simulator is dependent on the SystemC platform, but the final binary of compiled simulator is not [1].
The generated code can be compiled by a normal compiler. The compiled simulator does not have the justin-time features and the self-modifying code is not sup-
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ported (support for self-modifying code has to enabled
even for the interpreted simulator). From the description
in the LISA language the compiled simulator can be also
generated. It is based on a table containing sets of functions [31]. In each clock cycle, a particular set of functions
is executed (e.g. a set can contain functions for fetch and
decode pipeline stage). They also provide a just-in-time
compiled simulator [31], so the self-modifying code is supported. The compiled simulator can be generated from
the nML language in the Sim-nML project as well, but is
does not support self-modifying code and it also does not
have the just-in-time features [11].

main class of ADLs can be divided into three sub-classes.
The description of each sub-class follows.
• ADLs focused on the instruction set description.
These ADLs are focused only on the processor instruction set description. The processor microarchitecture is not described at all. The advantage of
these languages is that the tools for the processor
programming are easily generated based on the description. The hardware description cannot be generated since there is no description of the processor microarchitecture. Hence, such languages can
be used if we need the tools for the target software
development. One of such languages is nML [7].
• ADLs focused on the processor architecture description. The processor description consists of interconnected blocks. Each block represents some functional unit in the processor (e.g. an adder, a fetch
unit). The advantage is the description can be easily transformed to some HDL (ports of functional
units are known so are the interconnections among
them). The problem is with the instruction set extraction (the textual form of instructions etc.). It is
not explicitly described anywhere, so the tools for
processor programming are not obtained fully automatically. One of these languages is MIMOLA [27].
• Mixed ADLs. These languages combine the advantages of previous two sub-classes. The processor description consists of the instruction set description
and the processor microarchitecture description. It
should be noted that the microarchitecture description is optional. If the processor description contains the microarchitecture, then the programming
tools and the hardware description are generated
from the same processor model. The ArchC [2], EXPRESSION [10], LISA [14], RADL [38], xADL [3] or
ISAC [15] languages are examples of mixed ADLs.

All types of simulators can be generated from the processor model in the xADL language. The simulator is dependent on the LLVM framework, so the time needed for
its creation can be quite high (compilation of the LLVM
platform takes a lot of a computation time) [3].
The basic profiler can be generated from the processor
description in the ArchC project. It collects statistics by
the tracking of executed instructions within the processor microarchitecture [1]. The Sim-nML project provides
the basic profiler generated from the instruction-accurate
model. A profiling statistic can be achieved by the injection of new code into an application [37]. In both
projects, the profilers are integrated to an interpreted or
compiled simulator and, as far as the author knows, the
profilers are low-level (i.e. statistic, such as how many
times a particular instruction was executed, are available). Their profilers can be compared with the proposed
low-level profiler. A high-level profiler for the C language
is not available at those projects till this time. Within the
project running at the Vienna University of Technology,
no profilers are available [3]. The LISA allows a description of pipeline models and the profiler at an assembly
language as well as a profiler for the C language can be
also generated [14]. Unfortunately, none of the mentioned
project provides any information about types of statistics
or speeds of theirs profilers, so the comparison with the
proposed profilers cannot be done.

3. Description Languages
The description languages used for the processor description can be divided into two basic classes. The first one
contains the hardware description languages (HDLs), such
as VHDL [42] or Verilog [41]. Although these languages
have capabilities of the processor description, the level of
abstraction is very low. In other words, these languages
demand deep details about the new processor architecture. This is not very suitable for the rapid processor
prototyping or for the fast DSE. These details can be
unimportant or unknown at the beginning of the processor
design (in early stages of the design space exploration) or
they can change a lot within the processor design phases.
Therefore, their specification costs a lot of a developer
time. This is one of the reasons why the second class has
appeared.
The second class contains the architecture description languages (ADLs). They use a higher level of abstraction,
so they allow the fast changes of processor microarchitecture or an instruction set description. They are more
suitable for the fast processor or multiprocessor system
prototyping. The details needed by the HDLs are either
computed automatically or the ADLs contain constructions for them with a higher level of abstraction. The

The last mentioned ADL ISAC is used as the ADL in
this paper. The programming and simulation tools are
generated based on the processor description in this language. The hardware description can be also generated.
The next subsection contains detailed description of this
language.

3.1

The ISAC Language

The ISAC language was developed within the Lissom [24]
project at Brno University of Technology. It is inspired by
the LISA language, but it extends LISA with additional
constructions allowing the faster processor or multiprocessor system prototyping. The processor model itself
consists of two basic parts. In the first one, the processor
resources, such as registers or memories, are described. In
the second one, the processor instruction set and the processor microarchitecture are described. The second part
forms the four basic models of the processor. Each model
describes different features of the processor.
There are
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the

instruction set model,
behavioral model,
timing model, and
model of hierarchy of instruction decoder.
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ISAC Language
Processor resources
group constructions
operation constructions
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case of the cycle-accurate level, all four models have to
be described, whereas only the instruction set model and
the behavior model has to be described in the case of
instruction-accurate level. The detailed description of the
ISAC language constructions used in this thesis follows.

Instruction set model

4. Formal models

Behavioral model

The tools for the processor programming and simulation
can be created in several ways. One can take the processor description and each operation or group transform
into one or more functions. Although this approach is
straightforward, it does not have many good properties
(especially if we want to validate/verify the generators).
Therefore in our case, the generators of these tools are
based on the formal models. The fact that the processor
description is captured in the formal models brings several
advantages. Among the others, there is only one representation of particular processor features. Therefore, an optimization can be performed on the single model and the
optimization will be reflected in all generated tools for the
simulation or programming. The simulator and the hardware realization are generated also from the same formal
models, only the generator language back-end differs (C
or VHDL code generator). Therefore, no additional huge
validation of a generated hardware description is needed.
The different forms of a finite automaton have been chosen as the basic formal model. The reason for that is that
the finite automaton is easy to implement either in the
C language or in some HDL (VHDL or Verilog). Additionally, the assembly and machine languages are finite
(and regular) languages, so it is appropriate to use the
finite automaton without cycles as an acceptor of those
languages.

Timing model
Hierarchy of instruction decoders

Figure 3: Structure of the ISAC language

The basic construction which is used in these models is
the operation construction. The operation can have several sections. Each section is used for a description of
some model. The assembler and coding sections are used
for the instruction set model. They describe the textual
or binary form of an instruction (or its part). The expression or behavior sections are used for the behavior
model. The subset of the ANSI C is used in these sections. These sections can also be used for the description of behavior of the functional units in the processor
microarchitecture (operations without the assembler and
coding sections; such operations are called events). Note
that the expression section has the same meaning as the
return statement in a C function (i.e. it is used for returning of a value if a particular operation is used during an
instruction decoding). The activation section is used for
the timing model description. It denotes what and when
will be done during the target application execution, such
as pipeline stalls etc. The structure section is used for the
model of hierarchy of instruction decoders. It describes
when and which decoder will be activated during the target application execution (e.g. the pre-decode and decode
phase of an instruction execution in a pipeline).
The operations can be grouped according to some similarities. For instance, the developer can group operations describing the arithmetic instructions. For such situations,
s/he can use the group construction. All grouped operations can be accessed via the created group later in the
model. Note that the groups can be also put together.
The operation can be also connected to another operation or group (i.e. the operation can use other operation
or group). For such connection, the instance statement
is used at the beginning of the operation construction.
Typically, an instruction is formed by several connected
operations and/or groups. The processor model contains
many operations and groups. The structure of the ISAC
language is depicted in the Figure 3. There are three
special operations (events) which have to be described in
each processor model. The event main is a special event
which is executed at the beginning of each clock cycle (i.e.
it is used for the clock cycle generation). It is also called
synchronization event. The event reset is performed before the simulation starts and brings the processor into
the defined state. And then, there needs to be the event
halt, executed when the simulation ends.
The model can be written in two levels of accuracy –
the instruction-accurate or cycle-accurate level. In the

There are four formal models which captures different aspects of the described processor. The processor instruction set is captured in so-called two-way coupled finite
automata [16]. Based on this model, tools, such as an
assembler, disassembler, are created. The simulator partially uses this model. The processor microarchitecture is
captured in the so-called event automata. The event automata represent the controllers in the processor microarchitecture. The algorithm creating the event automata is
based on the activation tree. The activation tree captures the relationships among the events in the processor
microarchitecture (i.e. it knows which events should be
activated in a particular clock cycle). It is also used for
profiling purposes too. The last model is the decoding
tree. It is used in the profiler for the computation of the
instruction set coverage.

5. Single-processor Simulation
Simulation is one of the most important (and in some
cases the only one) ways of a testing and validating the
processor design. Therefore, it is significant to have a
good simulation platform with several types of simulators.
The three types of simulators are presented in this section.
Each type has its advantages and disadvantages.

5.1 Generated Simulators
The first type is an interpreted simulator. The concept of
this simulator is based on a constant fetching, decoding
and execution of instructions from memory element. The
disadvantage of this concept is that instructions within a
loop in the target application are fetched and decoded several times, although they have not been changed. Therefore, the simulation itself is relatively slow. On the other
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hand, the simulator itself is not dependent on the target
application (i.e. the simulator can simulate any target
application), and furthermore, the self-modifying code is
supported out of the box (i.e. it is supported by the design). The time of the creation of the interpreted simulator is also relatively short (the shortest of the all types of
the presented simulators).
The simulator generated from the processor description in
the ISAC language is formed from three basic parts. The
first part simulates the processor resource. Each resource
has to be transformed into a C construction. Each construction should be as optimal as possible from the host
computer point of view, so specific inline functions and/or
macros are used. The second part simulates the instruction decoders. It is based on the two-way coupled finite
automaton. The automata are transformed into the C
construction according to the algorithm described in [34].
The third part is the part that simulates the processor
microarchitecture. The algorithm transforming the event
automata to the C language construction is described
in [28]. The event automata form the static scheduling
of events within the microarchitecture. The concept of
the interpreted simulator works for both levels of accuracy in the same way (i.e. the concept of the simulation
creation is independent on the level of accuracy of the
processor description).
If the developer wants to increase the speed of the simulation, s/he can use the second type of simulator, the compiled simulator. It is created in two steps. In the first step,
the target application is analyzed. The C code simulating the target application is emitted using the information
from the analysis. In the second step, the emitted C code
is compiled together with the static C code of the simulator, such as processor resources etc. The compilation
time of the emitted code should be as small as possible, so
the emitted code has to be structured into a specific form.
If the emitted code is placed in functions, the functions
cannot be arbitrarily big because it can lead to serious
compilation problems, such as not enough virtual memory or bad (long) optimization process. Therefore, the
address space of the target application is divided into several non-overlapping fragments. The emitted code for a
particular fragment is compiled independently. It is clear
that this version of the compiled simulator (also known
as a static compiled simulator ) is dependent on the target
application and the self-modifying code is not supported.
Nevertheless, the speed of such simulator can be several
times faster than the speed of the interpreted simulator.
The second version of the compiled simulator is the justin-time compiled simulator (JIT). It supports the selfmodifying code and it is not dependent on the simulated
application. It is created in only one step and it works in
the following way. At the beginning of the simulation, the
simulator works as the interpreted simulator. The main
task of this phase is to find the so-called hot-spots (i.e.
parts of the target application in which the most of a simulation time is spent in, e.g. function). Then, these parts
are compiled only, so the subsequent simulation of these
parts will be quite faster. In our case, the smallest size
of the hot-spot is not a function, but the fragment. Each
host-spot analysis create new file with C code. The created file is compiled as a dynamic library. It is supported
by the all major platforms (e.g. dll files in the MS Windows, so files in the Unix-like systems, etc.). Furthermore,

this type of libraries can be loaded by the running program. Dynamic library loading is also supported by the
all major platforms (e.g. function LoadLibrary in the MS
Windows, function dlopen in the Unix-like systems, etc.).
When the fragment is compiled as the dynamic library, it
is then loaded by the running simulator. Next time the
simulator hits this fragment, the new function from the
created library is executed instead of the using slow interpreted simulation. Thanks to the first part (hot-spots
location), the speed of the just-in-time compiled simulator
is slower than the speed of the static compiled simulator.
Still, it can be several times faster than the speed of the
interpreted simulator. The compiled simulator creation
can take more time than the creation of the interpreted
simulator (especially the just-in-time compiler simulator).
The last type of simulators mentioned in this paper is the
translated simulator. It improves the compiled simulator.
The translated simulator is the fastest type of simulators,
but it needs some additional information about the target application. It needs starting and ending addresses of
all basic-blocks in the target application. Thanks to this
information, the simulator can be highly optimized. The
addresses are stored usually as debug information in the
target application. These addresses cannot be obtained
via a static analysis of the target application, because of
indirect jump instructions. Such instruction uses a value
of a register or memory as a destination address of the
jump. Therefore, the static analysis does not know where
the instruction will jump in a runtime. The only way how
to reliably obtain the addresses is to use a high-level language compiler. If it is used for the target application creation, then it knows exactly where the basic-blocks start
and end, and it can simply store the addresses in the target application as the debug information. It should be
noted that we also provide the C compiler generation.
The C compiler is created from the same processor model
as the simulation tools or programming tools (see author’s
publications). The translated simulation has also two
types, the static translated simulation and just-in-time
translated simulation. It uses almost the same concepts
as the compiled simulation (i.e. the address space is also
divided into the fragments and the basic idea of the JIT
translated simulator is the same as in the JIT compiled
simulator).
The interpreted and compiled simulators can have two
levels of accuracy. They can be either the instructionaccurate one or the cycle-accurate one. The translated
simulation can be created only at the instruction-accurate
level now because of the performance reasons. Note that
the translated simulation at the cycle-accurate level is under research.
An additional property of the interpreted simulation is
the event processing (i.e. how the simulator activates and
executes behavior of the events in the processor microarchitecture). The processing of the events can be done
via dynamic scheduling of events [14]. It is based on a
principle of an event calendar [35]. The event calendar
determines which events have to be executed in a particular clock cycle. According to the executed events, new
events are dynamically activated (planned for the execution), which means they are added into the event calendar.
This analysis is done in the runtime of the simulator, so it
quite decreases the simulator performance. On the other
hand, the processing of events can be done via a static
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scheduling of events [14]. First, the processor microarchitecture is analyzed and sets of events, which have to
be executed in a particular clock cycle, are determined.
Second, a set of functions, which represents the events, is
assigned to a particular clock cycle. Note that with more
complicated timing models, combinations of the event activations raise rapidly, so with the static scheduling, a size
of the simulator increases. However, the actual simulation
is very fast. The compiled and the translated simulation
always use the static scheduling of events in our case.
Figure 4 depicts the simulation speed with regards to the
time, which is needed for the simulator creation.
All simulators with the static scheduling are available in
the Lissom project. The experimental results and the
comparison with other projects are shown at the end of
the paper. The text in this section is based on the author’s
publications.

5.2

Debugger

The debugger is a tool that helps the developer search and
remove the processor or target application bugs1 (the debugging can be seen as a process of bug removing [36]).
There are several possibilities to the target application debugging, such as program instrumentation, post mortem
analysis, or other methods [12]. The developer can also
use simple printouts inserted in the processor description for debugging purposes. But sometimes, especially
in complex processor descriptions and/or complex target
applications, it is not enough. Therefore, all types of the
simulators include a debugger (except the translated simulators; although it is possible, the debugger is omitted
for performance reasons). In general, the debugger can
have several features. The most important feature, which
all debuggers should have, is that the debugger must not
influence the original semantic of the target application in
any way [9]. The text in this section is based on author’s
publication.
The developer can debug the target software before the
real processor is available in the Lissom project at three
levels of abstraction:

• cycle-accurate level,

• instruction-accurate level, and
• source (statement) level.

7

The second level has a single instruction as the basic step
in the debug mode. Each instruction is executed at once,
even if it takes more clock cycles. This level is useful for
debugging at assembly language level. It should be noted
that the previous levels does not need any additional information about the target application, such as symbol
names, etc.
These kinds of debuggers allow runtime control via setting the conditional or unconditional breakpoints, stepping, resuming, or setting the conditional or unconditional watchpoints. They also support an evaluation of
processor resources, such as obtaining the actual value of
any processor resources (note that the expressions are also
supported). More, the processor resources can be set to
a given value, or memory dumps can be performed, etc.
The debugger itself is a part of the simulator.
The crucial feature of any kind of the debugger is the
optimal breakpoint detection. The following concept is
used in the Lissom project. The address of each decoded
instruction is checked by the debugger during the instruction decoding. If the address matches one of the breakpoint addresses, the execution of the target program is
stopped and the developer can investigate the state of
the target program or processor microarchitecture. The
address of decoded instructions is stored in the resource
specified in the processor description. This solution is
similar to hardware breakpoints, except the breakpoint
address is not stored in the processor register but within
the debugger itself.
The last level uses the whole statement of a higher programmable language as a basic step in a debug mode.
This level is dependent on debug information generated
by a higher programmable language compiler. Note that
this level is out of the scope of this paper, so it is not
described here, but additional information can be found
in [23].
The developer should have a possibility to debug the target program on the real hardware. This refers to the
on-chip debugging. It is very useful either for the testing
of the hardware or for the debugging of the target application on real hardware (the speed of the real processor is
usually higher than the speed of the simulator). The collection of different levels of debugging can be called multilevel debugging (the developer should be able to switch
among the abstraction levels as s/he wants).

5.3

Co-simulation

The lowest level of the abstraction is the cycle-accurate
level. It uses single clock cycle as basic step in the debug
mode. The developer can see what is happening during an
instruction execution in processor microarchitecture (e.g.
an instruction passage through the processor pipeline).
The disadvantage of it is that the instruction is not executed at once, so the semantics of the instruction will
change the processor state in the future clock cycle. The
developer has to be aware of this behavior. Note that it
is also very hard to debug target program at this level,
but it can be very useful in the case of optimizations of
the target program or for the processor microarchitecture
debugging (e.g. debugging of the processor pipeline).

The embedded systems contain additional devices on a
chip. It can be some I/O devices or other functional units,
which do not belong to the processor core, such as DRAM
controllers etc. These functional units can be modeled at
a different level of abstraction using different languages.
Therefore, we must add a support for co-simulation of the
processor core described in the ISAC language and these
functional units. We distinguish between two versions of
co-simulation. Either the simulator can be used by other
simulation platform, such as ModelSim, or the simulator
can simulate additional functional units using so-called
plugins.

1

In the first approach, the simulator is used by a different
tool. There are many APIs created by different vendors,
such as DPI [40], FLI [32], etc. The simulator has to be

bug is a defect in a target program or in a processor
model
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Figure 4: The simulation speed comparison

enriched by some functionality based on the mandatory
part of the vendor API.
In the second approach, the functional units are modeled
in any language that can build dynamic libraries (e.g.
C++, . . . ). The dynamic library can be called plugin
in this context. The dynamic library can be linked to
the simulator (or it can be loaded by the running simulator). This allows the complex system simulation. For
instance, the developer can design timers/counters in the
C language. S/he can also design an LCD display and a
keyboard. If s/he starts the simulation, the all functional
units together with the processor core are simulated in
parallel. The plugins can be reused in a different processor description with the same interface, which is very
good feature.
Since both types of the co-simulations are supported, the
developer can combine both concepts, so the created simulation platform is very powerful.

its behavior and accuracy of its output statistics (e.g. the
profiler can work at an assembly language level or in a
more abstract level, for example, at the C language level).
We can distinguish between high and low level profilers.
The low-level profiler has as a basic entity of interest a
single instruction from the processor instruction set. In
such case, the profiler does not need any additional information about the target application (an instruction is
denoted by its operation code and this is taken from the
processor description). The high-level profiler’s basic entity of interest is usually a function (or other constructions
from a higher programmable language
The architecture dependent low and high-level profiler
can be generated using information about the processor
instruction set and microarchitecture from the processor
description. The text in this section is based on the author’s publications.

6.1

6. Single-processor Profiling
One of the key roles concerning the application-specific
instruction set processors development cycle is the optimization of it and an optimization of target programs.
From the optimization point of view, simple simulation is
not enough way since it does not provide enough of necessary information, such as detailed statistics about the
processor resources or the target program utilization. For
this purpose a profiler is used. The profiler tracks all the
important activities in the processor microarchitecture, so
that detailed statistics about them can be gathered. After the profiler ends, the designer gets some information,
such as lists of instructions which are important from the
different points of views (e.g. the top five of the most
frequently used instructions or the top five of the most
frequently memory-active instructions). The profiler also
gives some information about the target program (e.g. the
list of functions in which the most of execution time was
spent in, or the list of the most frequently executed functions). From this information the developer can identify
the functional units, which are overloaded; or units, which
can be safely removed or replaced with more proper units.
S/he can also easily improve the target program performance because the most problematic functions (or parts
of them) are detected, and therefore can be rewritten.
The profiler has several characteristics which determine

Generated Profilers

The profiler is built in two phases and it uses the same
formal models as the simulators. Since the microarchitecture is captured in the event automata, the architecture
dependent profiling functionality, such as an instruction
tracking, is inserted in into the event automata. The
architecture independent profiling functionality, such as
evaluation of the most executed instructions, is stored
outside of the event automata, so that functionality does
not slow down the profiling. The key thing of the profiling
functionality is the detection of the beginning and end of
an instruction (correct cycle-accurate statistics). The instruction tracking is based on the enriched queues which
are generated using the activation tree.
During the profiling the objects used for storing information about instructions are filled. When the profiler
ends, these objects are analyzed and several statistics are
created. The following statistics are created:
• a list of the five most executed instructions,
• a list of five instructions taking the most execution
time,
• a list of the five most memory active instructions,
• an instruction set coverage, and
• a list of all instructions.
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When the target application is written using C language,
the developer wants to see the statistics related to the C
application. In such case, the profiler for C language is
used. It is also fully generated from the processor description. This compiler stores all needed information such as
a table with functions together with addresses denoting
where the functions begin and end. The table is stored in
the target application as debug information. The profiler
uses this information for the function identification during the target application run. The core of the profiler is
quite the same as the core of the profiler for the assembly language. The key thing of the profiling functionality
is also the detection of the beginning and ending of an
instruction (correct clock cycle statistic). The instruction denotes the function which is actually executed. The
profiler at C language level uses the same algorithm as
the profiler at an assembly language level. The collected
statistics are quite similar to the statistic in the low-level
profiler, but this time, the function is the main object of
interest. The following statistics are created:
• a list of the five most executed functions,
• a list of the five most memory active functions,
• a list of the five functions taking the most execution
time,
• a list of all executed functions,
• a source code coverage, and
• a call-graph.

7.

Description, Simulation and Profiling of MPSoC

Nowadays embedded systems, especially for multimedia
processing or network applications, consist of more application-specific instruction set processors, therefore the developer should have a possibility to describe such a system
using one ADL. Based on used processors, the MPSoC can
be homogeneous or heterogeneous. The homogeneous MPSoC is formed from the same type of processors. If there
is only one global shared memory among the processors
(they communicate via this memory), then the system is
often called a multi-core processor. If each processor has
its own memory and the communication is done via messages (they are sent over the network on chip [13]), then
the system is called network on chip. On the other hand,
a heterogeneous MPSoC uses a reduced general purpose
processor as a control processor and some DSP/VLIW
processor(s) for an audio/video processing. In the following text, the term multi-core processor denotes homogenous MPSoC with shared memory and the term MPSoC
denotes heterogeneous MPSoC.
In complex systems, such as multi-core processors or MPSoCs, interconnections among cores or processors, as well
as connection to shared memories, etc., have to be described. The interconnection should be described using
the ADL as well. However, the support for description of
such things is very weak or completely missing nowadays
ADLs (e.g. nML, LISA, etc.). Therefore, new constructions in the ISAC language have been added.
Each processor used within the multiprocessor system is
described in a separate processor description; therefore
the whole tool chain and simulation tools are created for
it. The processor can communicate with other processor
cores via shared resources or via other medium, which is
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simulated using the co-simulation techniques. Therefore,
the ISAC language constructions describing memory elements, such as cache or ram construction, and construction describing buses can be shared. Each of the shared
resources is owned by a single core/processor. This resource is marked as shared in the processor resource description so they can be accessed in other processor description. Note that in the case of cache description a
cache coherence protocol is specified.
In the following text, the concept of the multi-core processor and MPSoC simulation is described. It should be
noted that some of the principles that are described further, such as a copying of a simulator to a network host,
are also used in a single-processor simulation.
The single-processor and MPSoC simulation platform in
the Lissom project is based on the so-called three-layer
architecture. They are the presentation, middle, and simulation layer (see Figure 5). The layers uses message
based protocol, where the messages are sent using a standard TCP/IP protocol [5]. The presentation layer accepts
commands from the developer, such as a start of a simulation, and displays important information, such as results
from the simulation. The presentation layer can have several forms. There is a graphic user interface (GUI) in a
form of a plugin for Eclipse platform [6]. Advanced users
can use a command line interface (CLI) allowing scripting
and other advanced techniques, such as automatic testing, etc. The presentation layer communicates with the
middle layer. The middle layer accepts commands and
processes them. For example, it accepts a command that
the developer wants to create a simulator from a processor description, so the middle layer creates a simulator
and sends message to the presentation layer about any
possible errors that have occurred.
The middle layer also takes care of an installation of the
simulator into the simulator layer. The simulators can be
installed into any suitable host in a network, according
to the user configuration. After the simulator is installed,
it is executed and waits until it receives a message which
starts the simulation. This message is sent by the middle
layer based on user’s command (i.e. user action from GUI
or a command entered in the command line).
The first simulator in the configuration file is the socalled boss-simulator. We provide two kinds of simulation. There is synchronous and asynchronous MPSoC
simulation. In the asynchronous simulations, the bosssimulator is just an ordinary simulator without any specific tasks. The simulators are synchronized within the
target application (i.e. the target application is responsi-
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ble for valid reading and writing to the shared resources).
This kind of simulation is suitable for example for NoC architecture simulation (generally, the systems where there
is no shared memory among the processors). On the other
hand, the synchronous simulation is designed for the systems with shared memory. In the case of synchronous
simulations, the boss-simulator is used for the clock cycle
generation
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The profiling information about the shared resources can
be obtained when the profiling of the target applications
ends. Each target application can be profiled by one of
the presented profilers. Furthermore, the profilers are enriched about a shared resources tracking. It means that
the profiler created from the processor description owning some shared resource tracks, among the other things,
accesses to the shared resource. At the end it can give
statistics displaying how many times has the resource
been accessed by a particular processor. By this way,
the designer can find the bottle-neck points among the
processors sharing that resource.
The text in this section is based on the author’s publications.

8. Experimental Results
In this section, the results of the solution using the ISAC
language are provided.
Several programs from
MiBench [29] test suite (e.g. crc32, sha, dijkstra, etc.)
were chosen as the testing algorithms. The results shown
in the graphs are the average values from several runs
(the maximum and minimum values differ from the average values in tenths of a percent). All simulators were
compiled with the gcc (v4.4.5) compiler with optimizations –O3 enabled. The tests were performed on the Intel Core 2 Quad with 2.8 GHz, 1333 MHz FSB and 4GB
RAM running 64-bit Linux based operating system. The
speed is measured in the million instructions per second
(MIPS).
The first comparison is the comparison with the ArchC
project (see Figure 6). They provide interpreted and
compiled simulator. The comparison is done using the
MIPS architecture [30]. Unfortunately, the speed of the
bit count and dijkstra are missing (they are not available
on the project web pages). As one can see, the interpreted
simulator is a little faster in average than the interpreted
simulator based on the ArchC language. The compiled
simulator beats their compiled simulator a lot. It is more
than two times faster in several cases.

bit count
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The developer can set breakpoints on any source code
line in any target application. Hence, any processor of
MPSoC can hit one of the set breakpoints. If some of
the simulator within MPSoC hits the breakpoint, it stops
and all other simulators also stop (note that this behavior
can be changed in the case of the asynchronous simulation). Then the developer can obtain/set a value of/to
any resource of any processor etc. Also, s/he can control application execution flow in step mode. In the case
of synchronous simulation, the step is performed by all
simulators. In the case of asynchronous simulation, the
step can be performed either by all simulators or by a
particular simulator only. The simulator can also be resumed from stepping mode. Resuming works in similar
way as the step mode, so either all simulators are resumed
or, in the case of asynchronous simulation, only selected
simulators can be resumed.
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The next project is the project running at Vienna University of Technology using the xADL language. The comparison is based on their publication [4]. Five algorithms
from the MiBench test suite are compared. The comparison is done using the MIPS architecture too. Note that
the speeds are measured in the MHz now. As we can see
in the Figure 7, the interpreted simulator from the Lissom
project is quite faster than their interpreted simulator. In
fact, it is almost three times faster. The translated simulator depends on a particular application. They reach
the speed of 66.92 MHz in average, whereas the translated simulator from the Lissom project reaches a speed
of 93.66 MHz in average. It is almost about 1/3 faster.
Note that the logarithmic scale is used in the Figure 7.
For the following comparison, the additional architecture
is used. It is VLIW Chili3 developed by OnDemand Microelectronic. Chili 3 is VLIW architecture with four
symmetric slots. The interpreted simulator in the Lissom
project reaches 2.77 MHz in average. The interpreted
simulator available in the xADL project reaches 0.7 MHz
in average, so it is almost four times slower.
At Czech Technical University in Prague (CTU), new processor ADOP [21] was created. They have written the
instruction-accurate interpreted simulator for it by hand.
The processor is 16-bit, so the testing application had to
be modified. The 16-bit version of crc was created and a
few more applications from the MiBench test suite were
rewritten. The speed of their simulator reaches 6.25 MHz,
meanwhile the generated simulator in the Lissom project
reaches 40.47 MHz, which is more than six times faster.
Figure 8 shows the speeds comparison of the two mentioned project in one graph. Note the logarithmic scale.
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The speeds of the simulators available in the Lissom project
are higher than in the other projects in the most cases. It
proves that the concepts described in this thesis are well
chosen and the simulation platform is robust, so it can be
used in the industry as well as for teaching purposes.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, three types of simulators are presented.
Each of them has its advantages and disadvantages. The
collective feature of all types is that they are based on the
same formal models. Namely, the processor microarchitecture is captured in the event automata and the instruction decoders are captured in the two-way coupled finite
automata. Both formal models are based on the extended
finite automata. The advantage of these formal models
is undoubtedly the possibility of implementing models in
different languages. ANSI C is used for the simulator
and profiler. VHDL is used for the hardware realization.
Because the algorithms generating the simulator or hardware realization use the same formal models as inputs, no
huge additional validation among them is needed. This
is indeed a big advantage. Usage of finite automata has
clearly its advantages in a simulator speed.
Different types of simulators can be useful in different
phases of the processor design. The first type is the interpreted simulator. This type has the shortest creation
time, so it is very useful in the early phases of the processor design, when the design changes a lot. The disadvantage of this simulator is its performance. The simulation
can be cycle-accurate or instruction-accurate based on the
processor model.
The second type of simulator is the compiled simulator. It
tries to improve the performance in a way that it firstly
analyzes the target application. Based on the analysis,
additional C code is generated. It is compiled together
with the application independent parts, such as C code
for the processor resources simulation. The mentioned
concept is used in static compiled simulator. This simulator gives better performance, but it is dependent on the
target application and without extension of the simulator, the simulation of self-modifying code in not possible.
Therefore, the JIT compiled simulator is introduced. It
can be used instantly on any target application, because
it is not dependent on the target application. The target
application is recompiled piecewise based on the found
hot-spots (often used pieces of the code within the target
application). Therefore, only parts of a possibly huge application are compiled. Furthermore, it extends concept
of the self-modifying code detection, so the self-modifying
code is supported. The JIT compiled simulator uses addi-
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tional solutions, such as dynamic libraries, in the runtime.
The simulation is cycle-accurate or instruction-accurate
based on the processor model.
The last type of simulator is the translated simulator.
It improves the compiled simulator performance with a
help of the target C compiler. The information about
basic-blocks in the target application is necessary for a
successful simulator generation. There are also two versions, the static and the JIT version with similar features.
The C compiler can be generated from the same processor
description as the simulator. The simulator can be generated only from the instruction-accurate processor description now.
When the processor design hits the optimization phase,
the profilers can be used. The profiler can find problematic parts in the processor architecture and/or in the
target application. As well as the simulators, the profilers
use several formal models. Explicitly, an activation tree
is used for the instruction tracking and a decoding tree is
used for the instruction set coverage computation. The
event automata and two-way coupled finite automata are
also used. Two types of profilers are presented. Both of
them are architecture dependent, so detailed statistics are
available after the profiler finishes. The first type is the
low-level profiler working on the assembly language level.
It collects the statistics with regards to the instructions.
The second type of profiler is the high-level profiler working on the C language level. The basic entity of interest is
a function in the target application. The results from the
profiler are shown in a call-graph and in three other statistics, so the designer can easily find problematic parts in
the target application. Together with the low-level profiler, they create powerful tools for the processor and the
target application optimization.
The support of parallel systems, such as different types of
MPSoC, description is very limited (or completely missing) in most of the modern architecture description languages. The new constructions of the ISAC language allow such a description. The two ways of the simulation
and debugging of MPSoC are presented. The synchronous
simulation can be used with MPSoC where the processors access the same shared memory. The asynchronous
simulation can be used with MPSoC, where the communication is done via sending/receiving packets, interrupts,
etc.
All of these features prove that the presented solutions are
robust and usable in the industry as well as for teaching
purposes. Furthermore, the simulation platform is not
dependent on any third party software, such as SystemC,
and it is also not dependent on any particular platform.
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Abstract
The present work examines various interaction styles. It
is divided into three parts, introducing three proposals for
enhancement of existing interaction methods.
The first proposal focuses on applying the common hardware to a new style of interaction—the interaction with
objects in the outdoor environment. To verify this method
we have implemented the pilot system icPoint, which enables the user to interact with a night sky.
The second proposal relates to the streamlining of the
information retrieving from the Internet. We propose a
method for accelerating this process, it is based on the
user model utilization. In order to verify this method we
have implemented a widget, which assists in searching
for departure times of public transportation. We have
achieved considerably better times in obtaining the requested information.
The third part deals with the enhancement of a graphic
user interface for educational 3d graphical editors, where
we focus mainly on a preview hint visualized before an
action is executed. This preview shows the consequence of
the user’s potential action. To verify our theory we have
implemented a simulation of the cube cross section. Tests
performed by users demonstrated that this preview is a
useful and desired element of the interface.
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1.

Introduction

Even though today’s devices offer a very interesting area of
research, our research has focused on conventional personal
computers (desktops or portables), the most often used
input and output devices1 and commonly available (and
affordable) tools. Since the potential of these devices is
not yet fully explored, our focus was on the possibilities
of interaction improvement. We identified three key areas
within the human-computer interaction field, where we
applied our effort:
1. Cover new domains of interaction by using standard equipment in new ways. There are many different domains where people do not use a computer because
it is difficult to transfer the user’s tasks to the computer.
One of these domains is the situation where the user wants
to point at a remote object off the computer screen as input
information for the computer. Goal 1: To propose and
verify a new method of computer aided interaction
with remote objects within an outdoor environment
using common and affordable equipment (including
input and output devices).
2. Explore a specific type of domain which has the
potential of reducing the number of interaction
steps. Due to the continually growing volume of information that is made freely available online, people often find
themselves in the inconvenient situation where they have
to invest a disproportional effort and time to gain the information they need. This is of course a daily struggle; most
of us would appreciate the time-saving and effort-saving
1

such as a mouse, a keyboard, loudspeakers or headphones,
a microphone or a headset and a web-camera
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option of having this “personalized” information wait for
us somewhere nicely aligned. Goal 2: To propose and
verify a method, which on the basis of observing the
users’ actions, stores his/her choices and thus reduces the demands on the user’s interaction when
retrieving web information.
3. Apply already known principles from one domain to another. We got inspired by Microsoft Word
2007, where after hovering over a format, a preview of
reformatted text appears and on rollout it restores to the
original formatting. This means that the consequence of a
selection is visible before the selection itself. We chose to
transfer this idea into the domain of graphic editors, where
to create a visible consequence is not as trivial as with
formatting the text. Goal 3: To verify whether different methods of visualized information increase
usability of 3D graphical editors, with emphasis on
graphical hint for a hovered object within a graphic
editor, where this suggestion visualizes the consequence of object’s selection.

2. Usability and Acceptance in Human-computer
Interaction
When working with human-computer interaction, whether
it is proposing an unusual way of control, eliminating
the number of interaction steps or a more suggestive user
interface, all these approaches deal with the question:
“Will users like this?” What exactly the word “like” means
and how it depends on other factors is a matter of usability
and acceptance.

2.1

Usability

In human-computer interaction or computer science, usability is often explained as the user-friendliness or ease
of use of a given computer system. The ISO 9241-11 standard defines usability as “the extent to which a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified
context of use.” There are several points of view which
describe the conditions under which these qualities are
achieved:
Consultant Jakob Nielsen and computer science professor Ben Shneiderman state that the usability of a system
predicts five factors of good system design [25, 30]: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Errors, Satisfaction.
Raskin in his book [28] suggests two paramount laws of
UI design: 1. computer cannot harm your work; 2. nor
waste your time. The computer system should work with
users—not against them.
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And it is natural that the very same pattern can be found
even in evaluation methods, for example in Nielsen’s 10
usability heuristics.
These general factors, laws and principles work as guidelines and there also has to be methods which can evaluate
or measure system usability. In literature, there evaluation
methods are often divided in:
Usability inspection methods are a set of informal methods that are all based on having evaluators inspect the
interface., for more details see, e.g. [10].
Usability testing methods: Unlike previous methods, the
usability testing2 is an empirical method and therefore
requires observing real users. Here belong questionnaires.
For more details see, e.g., [16].
Analytical Modeling Methods: According Dix et al. [10], the
Model-Based Evaluation covers different types of models,
which model some aspect of user’s understanding, knowledge, intention or processing. Here belongs KLM method.
Every method has its advantages and disadvantages. The
best results can often be achieved by combining several
methods. We have chosen the method of evaluation according to our needs, which resulted from the type of
application that we have implemented as well as the possibilities we have had available for our evaluation (more
details can be found in chapters dedicated to our experiments).

3.

Current Interaction Approaches

The following three sections describe related work connected to all of our three goals, each section for one goal.
In our research we worked and experimented with the
most widely spread UI for personal computers - WYSIWYG3 Graphic User Interface (GUI) with WIMP style,
direct manipulation including point-and-click, drag-anddrop style, and the simplest technique of 3D interfaces
style, sometimes also with gestures and voice UI.

3.1

Remote Object Interaction

The problem of pointing at remote objects, as an interaction problem, can be understood at different levels:
Indoor-indoor: The area of interest is remote, but the
user has a camera there and Internet connection can bring
him/her a picture of it. Interacting with this picture the
user can interact with objects within the remote area, e.g.,
Remote pen [15].

Larry Constantine and Lucy Lockwood in their usagecentered design suggest that UI design should be directed
by 6 principles [8, 7]: the structure principle, the simplicity
principle, the visibility principle, the feedback principle,
the tolerance principle, the reuse principle.

Indoor/table: The user is very close to the area of his/her
interest, but it is too big/wide. The user cannot reach
each corner of the area by simple hand stretching, e.g.,
TractorBeam [26] or Vacuum [2].

Nielsen’s and Shneiderman’s five factors arise directly from
the usability definition and give us the more theoretical
view. In contrast, Constantine and Lockwood took the
definition and searched for causes, which resulted in their
six principles and therefore these principles are more practical. These are not the only principles; very similar are
Shneiderman’s Eight Golden Rules of interface design [31].

2
Also known as Empirical Interface Evaluation, Usability Tests, User Evaluation, Observational Techniques or
Observational Evaluation Techniques; these methods are
derived from experiment and observation rather than theory.
3
WYSIWYG: an acronym for what you see is what you get.
The term describes a system in which content displayed
during editing appears very similar to the final output.
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Indoor/room: The user cannot reach the area of his/her
interest by hand but can use a laser pointer, e.g., Kurz’s
et al. Laser Pointer Tracking in Projector-Augmented
Architectural Environments [23], Kim’s et al. vision based
laser pointer interaction for flexible screens [18], Shizuki’s
et al. laser pointer interaction techniques using peripheral
areas of screens [29].

encapsulates a single information source They are singlepurpose mini-(web-)applications, which typically have a
minimal size. They can be of two types, either for the web
(web-widgets) or for the desktop (widgets) [5]. Research
has already been done on their usability [13], their adaptive managing [3] and the web widgets were used also to
enable the semantic web [24].

Outdoor Interaction: The user cannot mark the object
of interest even by laser pointer, because the object is
too far away—within an outdoor environment. One can
find different devices (mostly cell phones, e.g., Google Sky
Map4 and Star Walk5 ) that can handle its orientation or
the user’s GPS position or at least somehow communicate
with other devices around. None of these solutions fits our
goal, because they significantly increase the final price.

The only choice how to have automatically adaptable
widget is to program it, because it gives a space for the
developer to implement such features. In general, obtaining information from the Internet is not personalized and
users have to manually set up the system or hope for the
web site with implemented harmless cookies.

There is an old method, which provides the observer with
an enriched view of the world around and which requires
a well-placed glass pane with specific information. An
example is a vertical pane depicting the parts of the ruins,
which are absent in front of the ruins, which remained.
Thus, observers can have a very specific idea how a given
object looked in the times of its glory. Another example
can be found in the field of glass sundials. Sundials can
accurately tell the dates of the solstices and equinoxes
and can have date lines for birthdays or anniversaries, too.
A glass pane is used even today as a tool for observers
in different situations dealing with long distances. This
inspires us to use the glass plate also in our solution.

3.3

3.2

Lowering the Demands on the User’s Interaction

We focused on lowering demands when the user repetitively
looks for specific information in a specified field. It means
the user knows where to search for and how to filter the
information available at the location—his/her favorite
source.
The most favorite way of retrieving information from the
web is the well-known browsing. For this purpose there
are web browsers. To speed up retrieving, the user can use
for example “Add to Favorites,” choice or set up the page
for “home-page,” or use the setting “Show the windows
and tabs from the last time” or simply allow the cookies.
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 brought a little improvement
with Web Slices, which enable users to subscribe to content
directly within a web page. Other type of acceleration
can be found in site specific browsers (e.g., Fluid, Mozilla
Prism, Google Chrome or Bubbles).
Another option, which can significantly speed-up user access to relevant information are personalized and adaptive
web-based systems [4]. Such personalization and adaptation is obtained via well-designed user models. The user
model is a reflection of users’ understanding of a product.
It includes how they perceive the objects and activities
involved in the operation of the product [32]. It contains
all information that the system knows about the user.
Without implementing own engine or a robust system, a
chance for reducing interaction steps can be found in widgets (sometimes also called gadgets) or mashups. Mashups
are services that combine two or more information sources
to create a new service [33]. A widget, on the other hand,
4
5

http://www.google.com/mobile/skymap
http://vitotechnology.com/star-walk.html

Interaction in 3D Environments Using
a Typical PC

To understand the systems providing different functionalities of various 3D worlds, we analyzed them with a focus
on their common features as well as their differences. We
studied different 3D games, 3D editors and 3D educational
software dealing with solid geometry. All of the analyzed
solutions have its pros and cons. Games typically uses following control elements: mouse, WASD keys, Shift, Ctrl,
Alt and Space (and other) keys. This makes them easy to
control, but they have very narrow range of interaction as
regards the creation of new objects.
3D editors have on the other hand wide range of tools
for creation of a new and diverse object. But since every
editor use different key/mouse control for it, they provide
the user with very good feedback by visualizing already
selected mode/tool/object in form of changed attributes of
selected object (color, highlight, vibration),changed shape
of the selected object envelope, changed shape of mouse
pointer, hints (in textual form) and they show the preview
of object during its creation, when more than one click is
needed, snap an object to another object or a grid. 3D
editors do not cover requirements for drawing procedures
needed in geometric constructions, too.
The last category is educational 3D geometry editors. Taking into account only the best ones—Archimedes Geo3D [11]
and Cabri 3D [9]—one of their disadvantage (apart from
naucteviac.sk [1]) is that they do not provide a feedback on the accuracy of the student’s solution. Some of
mentioned solution used shortcuts, some not, but without
reading manual, it was difficult for novice to use/remember
them. Nor Cabri 3D not Archmimedes Geo3D provides
shortcuts to work with tools, thus the drawing consists
of relentless moving and clicking mouse cursor over the
toolbar and back to the scene. Equally arduous is a selection of one of the grouped tools. The last issue is infinite
objects, which make the user disoriented in the space.

4.

Interaction with Distant Objects

Our analysis has shown (see Section 3.1), that there are
many different ways and situations when pointing is useful
and it is often done by a laser pointer, but they do not
work for long distances. There are expensive solutions, but
because we are focused on affordable devices—our method
uses only a computer, a web-camera, a laser pointer and
a glass pane.
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where αb,c , εb,c , αr,c , εr,c , αc and εc are azimuths and altitudes for points B, R, and camera8 , [bρx , bρy ] and [rρx , rρy ]
are coordinates of points B and R on the camera image
with resolution wρ × hρ and hmax (vmax ) is the maximal
horizontal (vertical) angle of camera field.
The user needs to give the system only these values:
Figure 1: An example user and devices location
within user’s space and environment.

4.1

• Camera’s view direction in world coordinates (its
azimuth and altitude); the user sets the camera under
the corner of the glass pane aiming camera to the
center of the pane, and then gives dimensions of the
pane and its distance from the ground to the system.

The User’s Line of Sight Calculation

When the object pointed at is too far away, neither the
direction of the laser beam nor its end (dot on the surface)
is detectable/visible in the camera image. To solve this
we used a transparent glass pane. The camera has to be
placed on a fixed position so it is not needed to calibrate it
for every frame, but only once at the beginning. The laser
pointer has to be as close to the user’s eye as possible and
parallel with his/her straight view (see Figure 1, picture
of a user).
To calculate the direction of the laser beam, which is an
approximation of the user’s sight direction, we need used
two different points. The first point for our calculations
appears as a red dot on a glass pane, where the light
emulated by the pointer falls (Figure 1: point B). The
second point is source of light (see Figure 1: point U), but
we need to calculate it.
For this purpose, we used its natural reflection (points
R and B are easily distinguishable because R has less
red and more white color). Here according the Law of
reflection, we are able to calculate the real 3D world
spherical coordinates of a light emitter (its azimuth6 and
altitude7 ). For formula derivation see the dissertation
thesis, chapter 5.1. The final equations for light emitter
azimuth (εB,U ) and altitude (αB,U ), representing user’s
sight, are:
αb,u = tan−1

cot εb,c sin αb,c + 2 cot εr,c sin αr,c
cot εb,c cos αb,c + 2 cot εr,c cos αr,c

εb,u = tan−1

sin αb,u
cot εb,c sin αb,c + 2 cot εr,c sin αr,c

6
The altitude, sometimes referred to as elevation, is the
angle between the object and the observer’s plane (local
horizon), in this work we mark it with Greek letter ε.
7
The azimuth of is the angle of the object around the
horizon, usually measured from the north point towards
the east, in this work we mark it with Greek letter α.

• Camera’s field of view; user chooses it from dropdown list according the camera type.
• Observation position coordinates (usually GPS coordinates).
With the observer’s position (from GPS) the object of
interest lying in his/her line of sight can be calculated.
The coordinate system depends on the application domain.
This method can work also in the dark or simply when
the camera cannot “recognize” the surroundings. It is not
necessary for the system to “see” the object of interest—it
is sufficient when it is possible to calculate it from a model.
If the camera cannot “recognize” the surroundings (e.g.,
in the night or in the dark, foggy weather), the system
cannot auto-calibrate itself (calculate camera’s azimuth
and altitude), so the user has to set it manually. This
input is critical for the accuracy of further calculations,
otherwise the system will provide wrong outputs.
Aforementioned interaction method has a drawback, because it is not comfortable for the user to control the
computer in the usual way—using mouse and keyboard.
We decided to use a laser pointer and camera, because
they reduce the demands on the number of different interactive hardware devices. To substitute mouse “clicking”
we propose to use sound signals (spoken commands). For
more details, follow section 5.2 in our dissertation thesis.

4.2

Object of Interest Identification

To be able to evaluate our method, we needed to choose the
application domain and implement our method for it. The
important part in this is to implement the calculation for
the object of interest. This calculation method is domain
8
Since web-cameras can be turned only in horizontal and
vertical direction, we do not need any other correction for
camera view angle (such as rotation around its own axis).
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Figure 2: Outdoor experimental interaction prototyping. A user is lying under a glass pane placed
on cardboard boxes aiming a laser beam to a star.

dependent. In the following paragraphs the domain is
described as well as the principle of further calculations.
For evaluation of our method we chose for the application domain an outdoor night sky observation where a
computer provides visual, textual and spoken information
about celestial objects observed and pointed at by the
user.
During the observation the user lies down under a horizontal glass plate (see Figure 2) and uses our pilot project
running on his/her computer. We named it icPoint (read
I see point). It complies with our proposed method for
determining the direction of the user’s line of sight determined by two angles. They serve as input parameters for
further calculation—to determine the part of the night
sky the user is looking at and according to this to mark
the closest visible sky object (see Figure 3).
To find an object of interest we needed calculations based
on conversions between coordinate systems and data from
object catalogues. More information about coordinate
systems and conversions between them can be found in
literature [12, 27], formulas are not stated in this work.

4.3

Evaluation

To verify our first goal we set a hypothesis: Our remote
objects pointing method is applicable—if the user points
at the object of interest by a laser pointer through a glass
pane captured by a web-camera, then the system is able to
calculate and identify this object.
To evaluate this, we instructed testers (people from the
target group) about the usage of the system and then they
got a simple task. This test allowed us to verify three
things:
• Proof of Concept: whether the system can correctly
identify the user’s direction.
• Usability Evaluation: whether the user is able to
comfortably use our system.

Figure 3: Screenshot of icPoint project with main
screen and left side panel, which contains multimedia information about a selected sky object.

• Acceptance Test: whether this one use-case meets
the requirements of the given specification.
We tested also the other features of icPoint, but for purposes of this work only the listed ones are described in
detail.

4.3.1 System Description
The main screen of icPoint (see Figure 3) consists of a
selected part of the night sky. When working with an
object (usually a star), it is marked and located in the
middle of the screen, whether it was designated by the
laser pointer on the sky or searched through a find menu
placed in the bottom area. Four big buttons dominate
the bottom part of this main screen, providing the basic
icPoint functionality. They have to be large so the user can
easily hit them by the laser pointer dot. On the left side of
the screen there is an auto-hiding panel with multimedia
information and on the right side there is an auto-hiding
panel with application settings. It also provides additional
multimedia content, stored in a local database to provide
further data expansion.

4.3.2 Experiment
Our test involves 10 testers. The test took place on May
7th 2007. We tested several different features of icPoint.
We list here only the one of the user’s tasks that verifies sky
object detection and identification. It was performed with
several stars of the Ursa Major and Bootes constellation.
Task: Aim the laser pointer at the glass in such manner,
that the laser dot on the glass designates the chosen star.
Then confirm your choice by voice command.
This includes the system’s correct determination of the
user’s angle of view, correct object of interest determination and correct voice command recognition. The user
can also ask for information about the object. All of this
should be feasible under conditions where the user interacts with the system using only the laser pointer and voice
commands, lying on the ground.
Test Results: The detection of stars was successful—the
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system correctly detected the area of observed night sky
within the system accuracy, which moves around 3 degrees
(in means of angular distance on the surface of a sphere).
The correct determination of celestial object depended on
its magnitude, since our system preferred the brightest
one from the closest neighborhood of determined direction. This was the way, how to deal with 3 degrees system
accuracy knowing that the users mostly pointed at the
brightest stars/objects. This led to perfect (100% correct)
detection of the brightest objects (which were the most
frequent case9 ) and the success rate decreases with increasing magnitude to 0% (this was the least common case). If
the object was detected incorrectly (because of its higher
magnitude = less brightness), the user used the simple
voice command, which jumped to the next brightest object
in detected area. After one, two or maximum three jumps
the correct star/object was selected.

5. Interaction Support Based on User Model
The analysis has shown (see Section 3.2) that retrieving
specific information on the web can be very complicated.
Especially, when the user already knows the exact place to
look for it, but nonexistence of personalized service forces
him/her to repeat the same sequence of actions each time
he/she is retrieving it. In our case information is spread
within the different pages of a web site. The user wants
only one of the pages, but to get it a selection is necessary.
Since the selection can differ each time, data cannot be
automatically retrieved from the web site. For example, it
can be searched for a specific food recipe or the nearest
bus departure.
We decided to observe the user’s behavior to obtain/fill
the user model—the user’s actions (his/her choices) are
recorded, evaluated and incorporated in it.

5.1

Reducing the Number of the User’s Interaction
Steps

To reduce the user’s interaction steps in retrieving this
type of information, there is only one option—to “guess”
it, to estimate the user’s intention by from the user model.
To be able to estimate it, system monitors the user and
looks for his/her behavior patterns (see Figure 4). It does
not require any initial manual setup. Thus this way of
adaptation creates an interface, which displays contextual
information in a noninvasive manner. The above mentioned patterns are domain dependent, but the most often
observed and determined are those that are repetitive.
These often correlate with time and location. Here repetitiveness represents user preferences, and the time together
with the location represents the user’s context.

5.2

Personalized Information Retrieving for Public
Transportation Departures

To add more details about our method, the application
domain has to be set. For evaluation of our method
we chose the domain of public transportation departures.
Since a lot of people often use the same (bus)lines, this
domain has a simple pattern of the user’s behavior. The
most often context is traveling to work (school) and back
home. This type of user’s behavior can be even very
regular.
9

Depends on actual visibility (observation conditions) and
on the user’s character.

Figure 4: Overview of our personalized interaction approach.

Our target group is people who use public transportation.
They know these three facts:
• which line-number they need,
• what the name of the closest (bus)stop is,
• in what direction their route is,
they need to know
• the times of several closest line departures of a certain
line from a certain stop in a certain direction (since
they do not remember them)
they expect to obtain the information with minimal time/effort
• minimal time/effort
• minimal manual initial customization
and they do not need to know
• when the line will arrive to their destination
• if line changes are necessary
• which route is the shortest, quickest or cheapest.
The system has to fulfill the user’s requirements in a
way that minimizes the number of interaction steps and
accelerates information access.
Domain model: The main element of our domain is a
line. This line has a number (1, 2, . . . ), is of given type
(bus, tram, . . . ) and has a route with several stops. Each
stop of the line has its order within the line route, has its
time shift—how long it takes from the first stop of the line
to the chosen stop, is in a certain direction (towards one
or the other terminal stop). Each stop has a name. The
first and the last stop of the route are terminals. Each
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terminal has its departure time schedules. They depend
on the type of day (regular working day, Saturday, Sunday,
public holiday, school vacation, etc.).
To provide the user with the closest departure times, the
system has to have three inputs (set choices): line number,
stop, and direction. Without personalization, all of them
have to be chosen by the user. Working with the user
model, the system can estimate all three inputs. Since
these are already a part of the domain model, the user
model is an overlay model [4] of our domain model.
The user’s inputs are continuously monitored and since
these inputs can be time and location conditioned (contextual), each choice is also categorized:
• Repetitiveness

Figure 5: Widget layout description.

– Line number,
– Line direction,
– Line stop
• User context
– Time of the request (hour, day, and month)
– Place of the request
The displayed content is refreshed either when the system
is started or after the change of the context—the time or
the location. We choose a subset of data primarily by the
user’s location, since this context is directly related to the
choice of the (bus)stop.

5.3

Evaluation

To verify our second goal this we set a hypothesis: The system adaptation using our user model reduces the demands
on the user’s interaction and thus accelerates information
access and users find this way of information retrieving
useful and comfortable.
We used three different methods for three tests, one of them
is included in this paper: Usability Inspection Method—
KLM (Keystroke-Level Model) to compare our and other
interaction methods.

5.3.1

System Description

There is no service that would monitor the user’s requirements and identify patterns in his/her behavior. Only
browsers can remember the user’s last choices (cookies) or
the user can manually mark a page as a favorite (bookmark). According to our analysis (see Section 3.2), desktop widgets provide a suitable starting point. Our widget
displays the closest departures of the chosen/estimated
stop, direction, and line of the public city transport (see
Figure 5). It uses our proposed method to estimate the
user’s choices and thus adjusts to the user’s needs. In our
user model we included only repetitiveness without context (time and position). It means the most often chosen
option is always pre-selected automatically.
The basic widget functionality is to display the upcoming
five departures (Figure 5, point 4) of the selected line
(Figure 5, point 1: dropdown-menu) in a set direction
(Figure 5, point 3: simple click) from the chosen stop
(Figure 5, point 2: dropdown-menu). These three choices

can be done by the user or estimated by a system. All the
choices have to be done only if the automatically chosen
choice is not the one wanted. After these three steps,
whether they were done automatically or by the user, the
upcoming five departures are displayed (from the current
time).
The widget can announce the time of the next departure,
it can be turned off (Figure 5, point 5). Finally, every
application has a Help (Figure 5, point 6). For other more
details see our paper [21].

5.3.2 Experiment
To count the number of interaction steps, or more precisely
the time required to perform these steps, we used the
KLM (Keystroke-Level Model). To compare our solution
we took three different web sites, which provide the same
information in different ways. All of these ways are typical
for retrieving the information requiring selections and are
very similar to all other solutions dealing with our type
of problem. For a better idea, we calculated it also in
seconds using the following times [17]:
• K: Keystroke (0.2 sec.)
• T(n): Type a sequence of n characters on a keyboard
(n.K sec.)
• P: Point with mouse (1.1 sec.)
• B: Press or release mouse button (0.1 sec.)
• BB: Click mouse button (0.2 sec.)
• H: Home hands to keyboard or mouse (0.4 sec.)
• M: Mental act of thinking or perception (1.2 sec.)
To be able to compare three web-page-based solutions with
our solution, we used our cold start (or situation when it
is necessary to download a new line), wrong estimation
and correct estimation times. The graph (Figure 6) shows
times for obtaining information on a line departure. Since
the majority of users use the same lines, the probability
of the correct estimation is high. Thus our personalized
widget in most cases reduces the number of interaction
steps. It saves the user’s time and makes the information
retrieving quicker.
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Figure 7: A cube with 3 points.

Figure 6: Time consumption comparison for obtaining information from various sources using different ways to speed up search.

6.

Interaction Using Visual Help in Simple 3D
Editors

The analysis has shown (see Section 3.3), that various
3D environments, whether game, editors or educational
applications, have different useful features. They help the
user to control and use this environment. On the other
side, there is still a room for various improvements.

6.1

Improvements of GUI Elements

The GUI design includes elements such as icons, tooltips,
help, changes of color or some other attribute, different
pointer shape, context menus, menus, etc. To improve
some of them, we suggested the following:
• To display keyboard shortcuts directly on tool buttons.
• To create and display “special” keys for most often
used tools to switch between them (such a shift key
for capitals).
• To show an action preview during scene editing (preview the consequence of the action).
• To reduce the number of buttons in a toolbar.
• To show an infinite object in a finite form with
possibility of their extending or shortening.
• To rotate the scene in case of overlapping objects
when adding/snapping a new object to an existing
(overlapped) one.
Of course, we also suggest keeping already used standards
and some habits which users can have from similar applications even if these habits are not standard.
For evaluation of our approach we chose an educational
3D editor working with solid geometry as an application

domain. This can help students with lower spatial ability [6] to utilize it. This is the area, where users work in
virtual 3D space with abstract 3D objects. In our case,
this 3D space is projected on 2D screen. Since the same
principles are involved in all drawing tasks, in order to
prove our concepts, we chose one specific task: a cross
section of a cube.
Students’ task: There is a cube (only a wire frame
model) with 3 different points marked, usually on its
edges (Figure 7). The task is to find a cross section on
this cube. A plane of section is defined by these 3 given
points (for example X, Y and Z in Figure 7). Nowadays
Slovak students solve this task by pencil and ruler in their
workbooks. Teachers teach them the constructing method,
which consist of extending segments (mostly edges of the
cube), using parallel segments, localizing intersections,
etc., which leads to the determination of the rest of the
points belonging to the section.
To allow the user to do the same task but on the screen of a
computer, we need to provide tools for an interaction which
consists of individual elementary steps of the construction
process.
System description: The application allows the user
to translate, rotate and zoom the scene, so he/she
can look at it from all angles. As with the constructing
method, the application offers:
1. Definition of a new point on an intersection (for
teachers there is the possibility to add points anywhere on the cube—on its vertex, edge or face—as
the first three points for the task).
2. Insertion of a new segment defined either by two
points or as a parallel line (with some other segment)
passing through an existing point.
3. Extension of an existing segment in one of its two
directions.
4. Coloring of a plane (either one plane of the cube,
an auxiliary plane or the section plane).
Additional features are:
1. The system activates snapping object after clicking
the mouse (to preserve the educational character of
application) and not before as it is usual.
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Figure 8: Screenshot of our pilot application InteractiveCube.

2. The system gives a feedback on the correctness of
the solution.
3. The system does not allow the students to edit the
scene at the same level as teachers can.
Target group: According the curriculum the solid geometry (which contains also the cross section of a cube) is
taught in the penultimate year of the study (17-19 years
old students). We can extend this to alder users with technical background, too, since they can come into contact
with abstract 3D objects—either some type of construction
or more complex 3D objects visualization.

6.2

Evaluation

To verify our third goal, we set several hypothesis, the two
most interesting of them are:
1. Some users will notice the keyboard shortcuts on
the tool buttons and try to use them, but they will
prefer use the “special” keys for most often used tools
(especially those users, who are more familiar with
3D editors).
2. Users will appreciate the action preview during scene
editing, which visualize the consequence of their
action.
To evaluate these hypotheses we used following methods:
observation the users during their work, questionnaires
and interviews.

6.2.1

Systems Descriptions

We created a prototype—InteractiveCube (see Figure 8).
Its design was influenced by our experiences obtained from
project StereoVR Portal [19] and project Stereo3D [20].
The prototype’s scene contains a cube with three points
defining the crossing plane. InteractiveCube share with
previous solutions a common basic functionality. Features
that are unique for InteractiveCube are:
• use drag-and-drop to extend or shorten the line/segment,

Figure 9: Preview of segment extension in InteractiveCube.

• use drag-and-drop to create a parallel line,
• use drag-and-drop to delete an object,
• left mouse button: press button, select an object,
drag an object, rotate the scene, extend a line Figure 9.

6.2.2 Experiments
During our development we consulted it with expert in
didactics of mathematics–Mgr. Iveta Kohanova, PhD. who
is Head of the Section of Didactics Mathematics at the
Department of Algebra, Geometry and Didactics Mathematics, FMFI UK in Bratislava, Slovakia. Finally we
prepared a test for evaluation, which was similar to the test
for Stereo3D prototype, what enables us to compare the results. Our questionnaires were accommodated to a slightly
different functionality of InteractiveCube prototype.
Majority of our 23 testers had either mathematical or
computer science education and most of them spend on
computer more than 16 hours per day. They were on
average 30 years old. Testers did not receive any instruction and had to find out themselves how to control the
application. They had three tasks of different difficulty
(including the most complex one). They were not limited
in time but majority of them did not spent with testing
more than 5 minutes. After the testing they filled the
questionnaires (for the result see next subsection).
The feedback questionnaire was divided into four areas:
Look & Feel—how do they like it, Arrangement, Controls
and Status Bar. The full text of the questionnaires as
well as the graph of answers can be found in appendix of
dissertation thesis.

6.2.3 Test results
Our prototypes were accepted positively. The users considered it simple, intuitive and user friendly. The test
results shows that the most experienced users were future
teachers (the first group of Stereo3D testers), since they
already worked with similar system: GeoGebra [14] and
they also knew the construction method for cube cross section. On the other side, the less experienced with the least
knowledge were high school students (the second group
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of Stereo3D testers): in this group the most difficulties
occurred.
Now coming back to our hypotheses, according the questionnaires results the evaluation shows, that:
1. 1/3 of users immediately and the second 1/3 at the
very beginning of the application use noticed the
shortcuts. 39% of all users even tried to use it. The
most often used key was Ctrl. This proves our first
hypothesis.
2. 91% of all users agreed, that it was great to have
a preview during scene editing, which visualized the
consequence of their action. This proves our second
hypothesis.
This proved that for 39% of users were able to control our
application by shortcuts, which made their work quicker.
The most used key Ctrl indicate rapid adoption of its style
of interaction (temporary mode change - similar to Shift
key for capital letters).
Since 91% of users rated our graphical preview of possible
action very positively, this is the clear proof that this
method works not only theoretically but also practically.
This method reduces the interaction time required to
perform an extension line action: the most often action in
the system.

7. Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to contribute to the field of
Human Computer Interaction. We propose three different interaction methods, which creates or increases the
usability. Each of these methods solves a specific problem.
We therefore used different methods for their verification.
In following paragraphs are repeated our goals, summarized how we fulfilled them, what are their benefits, where
else would the method be applicable or how it could be
improved.
Goal 1: To propose and verify a new method of computer aided interaction with remote objects within
an environment (off the computer screen) using common and affordable equipment (including input and
output devices).
We focused on a new and undiscovered application of
human-computer interaction using a laser pointer and
image processing. Our pilot project icPoint offers sky
object recognition using a laptop, a web camera, a laser
pointer and a glass pane. In icPoint we implemented a
new method for interaction with a distant object. Our
test demonstrated its practical applicability. This shows
that the proposed method of determining the user’s line
of sight and subsequently the determination of the object
of interest works correctly with an acceptable deviation 3
degrees. It is an acceptable error and the user can simply
use voice commands to get to the adjacent object.
The type of application using our method does not need
any expensive hardware or any special devices comparing
to special devices with an accelerometer and/or gyroscope.
All necessary equipment costs less than 25 EUR.
Although it is complicated to set up the system (including
carrying the glass), once it is set, it is easy to use. Our
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solution is sensitive to a variety of light phenomena as
every solution using an input from the camera is. The
user has to be aware of this and choose the environment
with minimal distractions.
The method for pointing at distant objects can be used
in any other situation, e.g., pointing at mountain peaks,
building roofs (city panoramas), or archeological parks.
Here, however, the glass would be positioned vertically
and calculations for determining the object of interest
would differ as well as the objects’ data representation.
Any of these implementations could be extended to an
examination mode, where the user is asked to show the
object and the system would determine whether it was
the right direction. We already created such a system for
pointing at objects within indoor spaces [22].
Goal 2: To propose and verify a method, which
on the basis of observing the user’s actions, stores
his/her choices and thus reduces the demands on
the user’s interaction when retrieving web information.
Our experiments have shown that the UI adaptation using
user model can significantly increase the user’s efficiency
while working with the widget. This demonstrated that
our hypothesis is correct and the proposed method fulfills
our goal. The efficiency, as one of the basic parts of
usability, was increased by reducing the time necessary for
interaction (entering inputs) and generally reducing the
number of interaction steps. When compared with other
methods, in the best case, the user using our widget does
not have to interact with the widget at all. We assume
this is the most often case.
Although users found it difficult to start to use our widget
(see also graph on 6, the first violet column), it is a matter
of the provider. But after overcoming the initial widget
unfriendliness, the users considered the widget a very
pleasant and useful application. They especially liked
voice announcements.
Our method is unique because, besides using a user model,
it is accessible without a single click, while any other
solution requires at least one click, often several interaction
steps. User models as well as widgets are becoming very
popular. They are already used in many different domains
and in different types of applications. It is not usual to
combine them and our combination is very specific.
Presently we participate in the project iTransit, which
provides the closest departures and even more functionality.
iTransit already works with the user’s context: time and
position, which creates a comfortable interface.
Any widget can be personalized, adjust itself to best serve
the user, and thus making the retrieving of information
more comfortable and quicker. Our method itself can be
implemented with the same result for any domain dealing
with departures, e.g., logistics or catering. It can be also
used in any application domain where repetitiveness is
present, e.g., automatic functionality invocation if the application notices a sequence, which the user is repetitively
calling.
Goal 3: Verification of increasing usability resulting from different methods of visualized informa-
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tion in 3D graphical editors. The main emphasis
was on graphical hint for a hovered object, which
previews the consequence of object’s selection.
Our experiments showed that, our approach was very
successful. 91% of users rated our graphical hint preview
of possible action very positively. This method reduces
the interaction time required to perform an extension line
action: the most often action in the system.
We consider the benefits of the graphical hint preview
in systems, where expected the user will quickly learn
to use them, but will use it only for a short time. An
example of it is our prototype. We assume that in the
long term use of such system these previews can become
annoying. This can be managed by allowing to disable
these previews. The disadvantage of this solution is just
that the hint preview will show up when the mouse cursor
is in a position, where can be done given action. This
is on one side of a very sensible, but on the other hand,
the user is not aware of this action possibility until the
cursor is moved there. Since in our experiment we have
not noticed this at all, we assume, this disadvantage can
be mastered by choosing appropriate environment.
During the questionnaires evaluation, we noticed that
different people prefer different styles of interaction. An
interesting result of testing, however, was that those users
who used the mouse along the keyboard (shortcut keys
/ switch keys) learned very quickly to use the temporary
switch mapped on Ctrl-key. Such switch can be used in
any application. There is only a question, how to let the
users know about this feature, how to motivate them to
try it and then use it regularly. A problem may occur
only when the user would want to switch between more
than two modes / options. But such situation occurs very
rarely, usually with the experts.
Unlike the other similar applications, in our prototype we
have two above mentioned unique features, which accelerate and facilitate the users’ interaction with 3D editor for
solid geometry. Moreover, according to the math teachers,
the most valuable feature is the automatic correctness evaluation ability, which they never experienced in previous
applications.
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Abstract

1. Introduction

The stability and convergence of fundamental numerical methods for solving ordinary diﬀerential equations
are presented. These include one-step methods such as
the classical Euler method, Runge–Kutta methods and
the less well known but fast and accurate Taylor series
method. We also consider the generalization to multistep
methods such as Adams methods and their implementation as predictor–corrector pairs. Furthermore we consider the generalization to multiderivative methods such
as Obreshkov method. There is always a choice in predictor-corrector pairs of the so-called mode of the method
and in this thesis both PEC and PECE modes are considered.

Universal computational systems and equipments solve
these kinds of special algorithms and problems in less
shorter time that in former centuries. One of these problems is the numerical solution of diﬀerential equations.
Each simulation system includes diﬀerent type of numerical computations. To summarize numerical methods is
very demanding task in terms of extensiveness. Therefore the thesis is focused on non-stiﬀ problems described
by ordinary diﬀerential equations and their solutions using numerical methods.

The aim of the paper is the use of a special fourth order method consisting of a two-step predictor followed by
an one-step corrector, each using second derivative formulae and the convergence and stability analysis for the
new method with constant stepsize for various problems
as well as to investigate and to compare the convergence
and stability analysis for selected numerical methods. Experiments for linear and non-linear problems and the comparison with classical methods are presented.
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Classic application of diﬀerential equations is found in
many areas of science and technology. They can be used
for modelling of physical, technical or biological processes
such as in the study of an electric circuit consisting of
a resistor, an inductor and a capacitor driven by an electromotive force, in gravitational equilibrium of a star,
chemical reactions kinetic, in the psychology, in models
of the learning of a task involves the equation, in vibrating strings and propagation of waves, etc. [15, 21]. Main
questions of modern technology are how to increase the
accuracy of calculations considering short computational
time, how to decrease necessary mathematical operations
and all these questions have many aspects and criterion,
which we need to explore to get the suitable answer.

2. Ordinary differential equations and one-step
methods
Ordinary diﬀerential equation (ODE) of ﬁrst order obtains a single independent variable and one or more its
derivatives with respect to that variable [3]. The equation is given in the form
y ′ (x) =f (x, y(x)),

(1)

y(x0 ) =y0 ,

(2)

dy
where y ′ (x) = dx
, x is independent variable, y is dependent variable. A function y(x) is called a solution of
equation (1) and the initial value (2) is given.

A second order ODE for y is, under mild assumptions for
(1) together with (2), given in the form
y ′′ = f (x, y, y ′ ),

(3)

with two free parameters which represent two uniquely
determined initial values
y(x0 ) = y0 ,

y ′ (x0 ) = y0′ .
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Generally, an order n ODE in x with y (n) has the explicit
form
y (n) = f (x, y, y ′ , · · · , y (n−1) ),

(4)

there is a unique solution with n initial values
(n−1)

y(x0 ) = y0 , y ′ (x0 ) = y0′ , · · · , y (n−1) (x0 ) = y0

. (5)

To solve the ordinary diﬀerential equations we need to ask
how we can solve them. We are also interested in a question if a diﬀerential equation has more than one solution.
Here we talk about the uniqueness of the solution. If it
has at least one solution we need to ﬁnd a solution which
satisﬁes particular conditions. The answer testiﬁes about
the existence of the solution. And we try to discover which
method should we use for solving the diﬀerential equation
to get the accurate result in a suitable time. There are
other fundamentals which need to be presented. But only
in a way to understand the described methods and generalizations. Generally, the mathematical background is
very extensive and described in many other books.
The convergence is the point of the interest together with
the stability. The attribute of convergence guaranties the
solution reaches the exact solution after few steps of calculation. The stability and convergence determine the
consistency of the method [9].

2.1 Analytical solution and the example
Many of ordinary diﬀerential equations of arbitrary order
can be solved analytically. In the most of cases it is very
complicated and time-consuming problem.
Description of circuits using diﬀerential equations is very
convenient for the electrical circuits’ behavior analysis
[20]. Electrical circuits are described by diﬀerential equations for time-dependent elements (capacitors, inductances)
together with equations for linear and non-linear timeindependent elements (resistors, diodes and transistors).
Well-known Ohm’s law and Kirchhoﬀ’s laws are part of
the electronic circuit description.
Assume the diﬀerential equation of second order (6) describing the electrical circuit in the ﬁgure 1. We assume
y ′ = dy/dt for this example.
LCu′′C + RCu′C + uC = u,

uC (0) = 0, u′C (0) = 0 (6)
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There are three possible choices of the expected eigenvalues according to the value of the determinant D =
(RC)2 − 4LC
1. D > 0 −→ λ1 ̸= λ2 ∈ Re,
2. D = 0 −→ λ1 = λ2 ∈ Re,
3. D < 0 −→ λ1,2 = a ± ib ∈ Im
and due to three possible homogeneous solutions yh = uCh
are expected
1. uCh = C1 eλ1 t + C2 eλ2 t ,
(
)
2. uCh = eλt C1 t + C2 ,

(
)
3. uCh = eat C1 cos(bt) + C2 sin(bt) .

In this example we assume the multiple root (λ1 = λ2 =
−R/2L), so the expected solution for the circuit is
uCh = eλt (C1 t + C2 ),

(7)

where C1 and C2 are unknown values.
As a second step it is necessary to determine the eﬀect of
the right-hand side in the diﬀerential equation (6). Let
us say the electrical circuit has the alternating voltage
source and the corresponding equation is u = U0 sin(ωt).
We simplify the example for U0 = 1 V and the expected
particular equation yp = uCp looks like
uCp = A sin(ωt) + B cos(ωt).

(8)

To determine the unknown values A and B we derive the
particular solution (8) up to the order the given diﬀerential equation
u′Cp =Aω cos(ωt) − Bω sin(ωt)

u′′Cp = − Aω 2 sin(ωt) − Bω 2 cos(ωt)

and replace uCp , u′Cp and u′′Cp into the given diﬀerential
equation (6)
LCω 2 (−A sin(ωt) − B cos(ωt)) + RCω(A cos(ωt)
− B sin(ωt)) + A sin(ωt) + B cos(ωt) = sin(ωt)

(9)

R

Comparing functions sin(ωt), cos(ωt) on both sides of the
equation (9) we get

uR

C
u

u

−ALCω 2 − BRCω + A =1

C

−BLCω 2 + ARCω + B =0

L

1 − LCω 2
(LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2
RCω
B =−
(LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2
A=

uL

Figure 1: Electrical circuit with serial resistor, capacitor and inductor
The homogeneous equation is transferred to the characteristic equation and solved as a quadratic equation in the
ﬁrst step
LCλ2 + RCλ + 1 =0
λ1,2 = −

RC ∓

√

In the third step we add both homogeneous and particular
parts together
uC =uCh + uCp
R

(RC)2
2LC

− 4LC

uC =e− 2L t (C1 t + C2 ) +
.

(1 − LCω 2 ) sin(ωt) − RCω cos(ωt)
(LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2
(10)
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To determine the unknown C1 and C2 we insert the initial
value uC (0) = 0 into (10)
C2 =

y ′ (x) = f (y(x)),

RCω
+ (RCω)2

y(x0 ) = y0 .

(15)

(LCω 2 )2

for inserting second initial value u′c (0) = 0 we calculate
the derivative of the equation (10)
R t
R
R − 2L
e
(C1 t + C2 ) + C1 e− 2L t +
2L
ω(1 − LCω 2 ) cos(ωt) + RCω 2 sin(ωt)
(LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2

u′C = −

(11)

and the initial value u′C (0) = 0 is now inserted in (11)
C1 =

equations are evaluated and compared. An initial value
problem is speciﬁed as follows

R2 Cω − 2Lω(1 − LCω 2 )
(
)
2L (LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2

(12)

The analytical solution uC of the diﬀerential equation of
second order (6) with multiple root for RLC circuit is
given by


2
2
R t
R
Cω
−
2Lω(1
−
LCω
)
− 2L
 (
) t
uC =e
(13)
2L (LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2
(
)
R
RCω
+ e− 2L t
(LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2
(1 − LCω 2 ) sin(ωt) − RCω cos(ωt)
+
(LCω 2 )2 + (RCω)2

There exist two main types of numerical methods, the ﬁrst
types use for the next approximation yn only the current
already known approximation yn−1 , we call them onestep methods. The other ones called multistep methods
solve the next approximation using current and previous
approximations yn , yn−1 , yn−2 , ...
We proceed from introduction of chosen one-step methods
such as the simplest Euler method through generalizations to chosen multistep methods. These generalizations
are based on more computations in a step, use of more
previous values or higher derivatives.

2.3 Euler method
The simplest and the most analyzed numerical method for
solving ordinary diﬀerential equations is Euler method. It
is the simple recursion formula which studies the solution
for only certain values x = 0, h, 2h, · · · , where h is called
an integration step or a stepsize and assumes that dy/dx
is constant between points. The recursion formula is given
by
yn = yn−1 + hf (yn−1 ),

y(0) = y0 .

(16)

(14)

The sequence of values starting from the initial value x0
is used for computation and stepsizes between each values
of sequence x1 − x0 , x2 − x1 , ... are denoted as h1 , h2 , ...,
the highest is denoted by h. For each value of n, each
approximation of yn is computed using a previous value
yn−1 which is exactly equal to y(xn−1 ). We see that the
quality of approximations of yn−1 depend on the magnitude of h.

we solve the equation (14) and we graphically represent
the analytical solution of uC in ﬁgure 2.

The Euler method is based on a truncated Taylor series
expansion which implies the local truncation error ln (or
discretization error) of the method as a O(h2 ). The local
truncation error is an error committed by the method in
a single step when the values at the beginning of that
step are assumed to be exact. From this fact we can say,
that the Euler method is ﬁrst order technique, generally
a method with local truncation error equals to O(hp+1 ) is
said to be of p-th order. At the n-step the error is deﬁned
by

We set the special values of the circuit as
R = 20 Ω, L = 2.5 · 10−2 H, C = 5 · 10−5 F,
ω = 1000 rad/s, u = sin(ωt) V

ln =y(xn−1 + h) − y(xn−1 ) − hf (xn−1 , y(xn−1 ))
=y(xn−1 ) + hy ′ (xn−1 ) +
Figure 2: Voltage uC in RLC circuit - computed
from the analytical solution

2.2 Numerical solution
The second way to solve diﬀerential equations is the numerical solution. The numerical solving is based on approximations and it includes many other aspects of chosen numerical method such as initial conditions, generation and propagation errors, stability and convergence of
the method, a variable stepsize etc. By numerical solution of diﬀerential equation we mean a sequence of values
y(t0 ), y(t1 ), · · · , y(ti ) for i = 0, 1, · · · , n.
From this part of the work numerical methods for the solution of the initial value problem in ordinary diﬀerential

h2 ′′
y (xn−1 + θh)
2

− y(xn−1 ) − hy ′ (xn−1 )

h2 ′′
y (xn−1 + θh),
0 < θ < 1.
2
The truncation error is diﬀerent from the global error ϵn
[9], which is deﬁned as
=

ϵn =y(xn−1 + h) − yn

=y(xn−1 ) − hf (xn−1 , y(xn−1 )) + ln
− yn−1 − hf (xn−1 , yn−1 )

=ϵn−1 − hf (xn−1 , y(xn−1 )) − hf (xn−1 , yn−1 ) + ln .
(17)
In the most cases, the exact solution is unknown and
hence the global error cannot be evaluated. Evaluations
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of errors are closely linked to a variable stepsize determination, but we will discuss it later. The magnitude of
stepsize is important for the convergence of the method.
A convergent numerical method is the one where the numerically computed solution approaches the exact solution as the stepsize approaches 0. For problems with unknown exact solution, we choose the solution obtained
with a suﬃciently small time step as the ”exact” solution
to study the convergence characteristics. So taking the
norm of global error in (17) and applying the triangle inequality, the Lipschitz condition and the bound on the
local error, we get the ﬁrst-order inequality
M h2
.
2
Since ϵ0 = 0, the inequality has solution given by
||ϵn || = (1 + hL)||ϵn−1 || +

Mh
(1 + hL)n
2L
where as n → ∞ and h → 0, we have ϵn → 0 and
yn → y(xn ) for some M < ∞ that is the numerical solution converges to the exact solution. Then we can say
that methods of order higher than one are also convergent
[10].
||ϵn || ≤
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assuming that E is the norm of the error and C is some
constant so that everything is scalar.
Table 1: Errors and the order of Euler method for
diﬀerent ﬁxed stepsizes
h
err
ratio
0.2
0.2299618
1.846
0.1
0.1245394
1.916
0.1·2−1 6.498412e-02
1.956
0.1·2−2 3.321799e-02
1.978
0.1·2−3 1.679689e-02
1.989
0.1·2−4 8.446252e-03
1.994
0.1·2−5 4.235185e-03
1.997
0.1·2−6 2.120621e-03
1.999
0.1·2−7 1.061069e-03

For the Euler methods there are stepsize limitations such
as to ensure numerical stability, reasonable required accuracy, also fast convergence behaviour. A bit of improvement is given by implicit Euler method
yn = yn−1 + hf (yn ),

y(0) = y0

(18)

For better understanding of stepsize and convergence of
the method, have a look to a simple example also called
Dahlquist problem with known exact solution [11].
Consider a Dahlquist problem
y ′ = qy,

y(0) = 1

(19)

with known analytical solution given by y(x) = exp(qx).
In this case we choose constant q = 1.
To check the order of Euler method with the ﬁxed stepsize, we determine the error each time for n steps and set
the stepsize such as h = (tmax − tmin )/n for diﬀerent n
values as n = 10, 20, 40, · · · 10240, see table 1. We plot
the order graph with the log of stepsizes on the x-axis and
the log of absolute values of errors on the y-axis.
From now we will use the notation 1e−02, 1e−03, 1e−04,
· · · , 1e+03, 1e+04, · · · respectively for numbers 1 · 10−2 ,
1 · 10−3 , 1 · 10−4 , · · · , 1 · 103 , 1 · 104 , · · · respectively.
Errors give us an order illustrates the rate at which the numerical error decreases with stepsize, see picture 3. Note
that the order plot is from now always a log-log plot because the size of the error spans orders of magnitude. The
slope of the error curve on a log-log plot gives the order
of accuracy of the method. If the slope is unity, the error
scales linearly with the stepsize. If the slope is two, then
the error scales as the square of the stepsize.
Checking the slope of lines through the points we can say
that the order of Euler method is 1. This means that
results are consistent with order 1. Generally holds, that
if the method has order p, the error for small h approximately satisﬁes an equation
E ≈ Chp

(20)

Figure 3: Order of Euler method for Dahlquist
problem
Knowing that the Euler method converges and the error
increases for increasing time over the tolerable limit, let us
study the behaviour of the method over extended interval
[11]. Assume the linear system of equations of constant
coeﬃcients
y ′ (x) = M y(x),

(21)

where M is the constant matrix. This problem can be
transformed using a few assumptions according to [7] to
the simpler form
y ′ (x) = q(x)

(22)

where z = hq with the exact solution yn+1 = exp(zn)y0
and z is a complex number. Using ﬁxed stepsize it was
said that (1 + hq)n is an acceptable approximation to
exp(nhq), where both expressions as n → ∞ are bounded.
That also means that if the stability function deﬁned as
yn+1
R(z) =
(23)
yn
meet the condition R(z) ≤ 1, then |1 + hq| is bounded
by 1. The set of values for the exact solution is bounded
in the non-positive half-plane z ∈ C : R(z) ≤ 0. For this
condition is the set of points for Euler method equals to
|1 + z| ≤ 1 (set of points is the closed disc in the complex
plane with the centre in -1 and radius of 1). This property is also called boundedness. Property of converging
is less strict then the unify, the exact solution lays in the
negative left-plane z ∈ C : R(z) < 0, so the set of points
for Euler method lays in the open disc with the centre in
-1 and radius of 1. For Euler method and implicit Euler
method have been derived stability regions as follows
{ 1 + z, (Euler method)
R(z) =
1
.
(implicit Euler method)
1−z
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Stability regions of both methods are plotted and colored
in ﬁgure 4.

2.4 Runge–Kutta methods
Suppose we know y(xn ) and we want to determine an
approximation yn+1 to y(xn + h). The idea behind the
Runge-Kutta methods is to compute the value of f (x, y)
at several conveniently chosen points near to the solution
in the interval (xn , xn + h) and to combine these values
in such a way as to get good accuracy in the computed
increment.
Generally, this important section of numerical methods
can be written in the form of equations such as
yn =yn−1 + h

s
∑

bj Fj ,

j=1

Figure 4: Stability regions for Euler method
We say that the stability region is deﬁned as a set of points
in the complex plane, z should stay in the disc for other
problems. It can be achieved only by reducing h. This
causes many limitations. For example to solve stiﬀ problems with very negative eigenvalues it means to decrease
h so much that it makes explicit method unusable. If the
stability function has no poles in the left half-plane, this
means the stability region includes all zeros of the left
half-plane and the method is said to be A-stable. It also
holds that the magnitude |R(z)| must be bounded by 1
for z on the imaginary axes. A-stability is a very desirable property for any numerical algorithm, particularly if
initial value problems were to be stiﬀ or stiﬀ oscillatory
[16].
Another interesting way how to study the stability region
is using order stars technique [15], see colored regions in
ﬁgure 5. This property of multiplying the stability function by exp(−z) should make no diﬀerence in the characteristic of the method stability. Notice the behaviour near
z = 0 and z = −1. For |Re(z)| large, the behaviour is effected by the exponential function, the behaviour around
zero is the same as for the absolute stability region and
the behaviour at z = −1 is determined by a pole. The
regions intersect with zero and Re(R(z) exp(−z)) positive
are called ﬁngers. Regions with negative Re(R(z) exp(−z))
are known as dual ﬁngers. Similar technique as order
stars is the order arrows. The technique of order arrows
is about to plot the paths in the complex plane where
ω(z) = exp(−z)R(z) is real and positive.

Yi =yn−1 + h

s
∑

aij Fj ,

(24)

j<i

where Fi = f (Yi ) is evaluated by approximations yn to
y(xn ) for i = 1, 2, · · · , s, constants bj , aij can be written into table 2. Types of methods could be speciﬁed
by diﬀerent values of those coeﬃcients. The tableau was
deﬁned by J. C. Butcher [6].
Table 2: Butcher tableau of Runge–Kutta methods
0
c2 a21
c3 a31 a32
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
cs as1 as2 · · · as,s−1
b1
b2
···
bs−1
bs
To specify some types of the method, one needs to provide
the constant number s, which determines the number of
internal stages, and constants aij (for 1 ≤ j < i ≤ s),
constants bi (for i = 1, 2, · · · , s) and constants ci (for
i = 2, 3, · · · , s) [3].
The local truncation error of Runge–Kutta methods cannot be worse than the Euler method from the view of
the consistency condition and it is O(h2 ). The consistency condition guarantees that at least one independent
variable is computed correctly. Due to the dependency
of the local truncation error on constants aij and bi the
conditions for a given order accuracy are determined.
The main idea behind the order of each method is the
number of stages s required to achieve this order and the
number of computed free parameters for given number of
stages. The relationship between those numbers is given
by conditions, so-called order conditions. We can use the
approach of the rooted trees and apply it for the order
condition description for all classes of Runge–Kutta algorithms [6].

Figure 5: Order stars for explicit Euler method
The next generalization of the Euler method assumes instead of computing f once in a step that the method computes f two or more times with diﬀerent arguments. This
approach deﬁnes an important class of one-step method
known as Runge-Kutta methods.

To illustrate the analysis of the grown of numerical errors
in a computed solution to a diﬀerential equation, we consider the equation (22) again as in Euler method stability
analysis. As we write hq = z the analysis generalizes in
the case of explicit Runge-Kutta methods to give a result yn computed after n steps from y(0) = 1. The result
is given by yn = r(z)n . The r is a particular polynomial determined by the coeﬃcients in the method. In the
case of implicit Runge-Kutta methods, r is not in general
a polynomial but a rational function.
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A Runge-Kutta method is said to be A-stable if its stability region contains C − , the non-positive half-plane. This
deﬁnition has been redeﬁned in diﬀerent ways during the
time. More requirements on the qualitative behaviour
of numerical solutions were proposed. Let us introduce
some of the requirements. One of them is that a method
to be such that |r(z)| ≤ 1 for all C − and in addition that
lim|z|→∞ |r(z)| = 0 and it is known as a L-stability. Quite
standard requirement of A-stability is that the stability
region include the set C(α) = z ∈ C : |arg(−z)| ≤ α and
the stability region contains some left half-plane together
with the intersection of the negative half-plane with some
open set containing the real axis. This properties was
named A(α)-stability (Widlund, 1967) and later named
as stiﬀ stability (Gear, 1969) [14, 25].
The requirements which refers to the qualitative behaviour
of numerical solutions to certain non-linear problems are
given by B-stability (Butcher, 1975). The property says
that for two particular solutions to such a problem the difference between them is non-increasing and could be applied to numerical solution. This property can be considered also for non-autonomous diﬀerential equations and
the method preserves it is called BN -stable (Burrage and
Butcher, 1979) [4, 8].
Consider a Runge–Kutta method given by
Y1 = yn−1 ,
Y2 = yn−1 + ha21 f (Y1 ),
···

Ys = yn−1 + h(as1 f (Y1 ) + as2 f (Y2 ) + · · · + as,s−1 f (Ys−1 )),

yn = yn−1 + h(b1 f (Y1 ) + b2 f (Y2 ) + · · · + bs f (Ys ))

using the Dahlquist problem (19), z = hq and s the number of stages. We rewrite it as
Y = yn−1 e + zAY,
yn = yn−1 + zbT Y,
where e = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T , Y = [Y1 , Y2 , · · · , Ys ]T and bT =
[b1 , b2 , · · · , bs ].
The polynomial r which determines the stability of the
method is given by
yn
−1
R(z) =
= 1 + zbT (yn−1
Y ).
yn−1
Due to some assumptions [5], we ﬁnd
R(z) = 1 + z +

zp
z2
+ ··· +
+ cp+1 z p+1 ,
2!
p!

(25)

A method is said to be A-stable if its stability function
is bounded by 1 in the left half-plane. It is said to be Lstable if it is A-stable and R(∞) = 0. A method of order
p has a stability function with a series that agrees with
ez up to terms in hp [7]. Hence we obtain the stability
regions described in the table 3.
Table 3: Stability functions for Runge–Kutta
methods up to order 4
order R(z)
1
1+z
2
1 + z + 12 z 2
3
1 + z + 12 z 2 + 16 z 3
1 4
4
1 + z + 12 z 2 + 16 z 3 + 24
z
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2.5 Taylor series method
Substituting derivations and initial values into the formula for the Taylor polynomial, we than obtain a representation of the solution as a power series about the
initial point x0 . This procedure, called the Taylor series
method, is illustrated of power series (26). The mathematical background was widely described in the history
[1, 2, 19].
′
yn = yn−1 + hyn−1
+

h2 ′′
hp (p)
yn−1 + · · · +
y
+ O(hp+1 )
2!
p! n−1
(26)

The method has been implemented in simulators TKSL386,
TKSL/C (Kunovsky, 1991, 1998) with diﬀerent approach
than the approach brought by Barton, Willers and Zahar
[1]. It uses so-called forming diﬀerential equations which
implement higher orders more eﬀectively. The Taylor series method can be used for solving a large number of various problems and it has an automatic integration method
using Taylor series. It could be used for variable order;
the order p is set automatically using as many Taylor series terms for computing as needed to achieve the required
accuracy.
The absolute value of the relative error of the computation is the main criterion to chosen the order. Maximum
order of this method is computed up to 63 of Taylor series
terms. The advantage is in the speed of computation, that
is functions are generated by adding, multiplying and superposing elementary functions. The disadvantage of the
method is the need to generate higher derivatives.
We again present the example of RLC electrical circuit
(14) as a ﬁrst test problem to show the power of Taylor series method. We focus on the numerical solution of
the circuit and we compare it with the analytical solution. We have same constants and we solve the circuit
numerically using diﬀerential equations. When we compare the numerical solution uC to an analytical solution
uC analyt we get very small numbers of the error around
values 10−17 . Hence, the Taylor series method proves high
accuracy of calculation. For those interested in speciﬁc
equations TKSL/C source code is given in the Appendix
A.
It has been shown that generally the method is A-stable
[24]. Stability regions of Taylor series methods up to order 4 are identical as stability regions of Runge–Kutta
methods up to order 4.
The next chapter provides the generalization in such a
way to bring more previous values such as the value yn
depends not only on yn−1 and f (yn−1 ) but also on yn−2
and f (yn−2 ), yn−3 and f (yn−3 ),...

3. Linear multistep methods
The linear multistep method is essentially a polynomial
interpolation procedure whereby the solution or its derivative is replaced by a polynomial of appropriate degree in
the independent variable x, whose derivative or integral
is readily computed. The linear multistep method for the
initial value problem is given by
yn =

k
∑
i=1

αi yn−i + h

k
∑
i=0

βi f (yn−i , yn−i ).

(27)
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According to the coeﬃcient b0 one separates methods
into Gear methods and Adams methods: explicit Adams–
Bashforth (b0 = 0) and implicit Adams–Moulton (b0 ̸= 0).

and techniques. The major advantage of the multistep
methods is that fewer functional evaluations are usually
required per integration step [13].

Adams–Bashforth method is an explicit multistep
method whence

We obtain diﬀerent types by combinations of explicit and
implicit methods. Usually the predictor is an AdamsBashforth formula and it predicts ﬁrst approximation value
of the solution. The derivative evaluated from this approximation is used in Adams-Moulton corrector formula
in the next step. Apart from the better stability of the
predictor-corrector formulae over the explicit formulae,
the predictor-corrector formulae are generally more accurate and provide reasonable and adequate error estimators
[12].

p = k − 1,

a1 = a2 = · · · = ak−1 = 0,

b−1 = 0

deﬁned by
yn = yn−1 + h(a1 fn−1 + a2 fn−2 + · · · + bk fn−k ).
The coeﬃcients ak (see Tab. ??) can be determined and
rewritten also by
j

p
∑
(−i)j−1 bi = 1,
i=0

j = 1, · · · , k

(28)

In the calculation of predictor-corrector pairs are three
stages:

The Adams-Bashforth formula of order 1 for k = 1 yields
the (explicit) Euler method.
Adams–Moulton method is an implicit multistep
method whence
p = k − 2,

a1 = a2 = . . . = ak−2 = 0

∗
2. Evaluate the derivative at (xn+k , yn+k
).

3. Correct the evaluated predicted value.

deﬁned by
yn = yn−1 + h(b0 fn + b1 fn−1 + · · · + bk−1 fn−k+1 ).
Similarly, coeﬃcients are obtained for the highest order
possible. And however, the Adams-Moulton are implicit
methods, thus reach order p+1. The Adams-Moulton formula of order 1 yields the (implicit) backward Euler integration method and the formula of order 2 yields method
known as the trapezoidal rule.
A comparison of coeﬃcients of both methods reveals that
the coeﬃcients of the implicit formula are smaller than
those of the corresponding explicit formulas. The smaller
coeﬃcients lead to smaller local truncation errors and,
hence, to improved accuracy over the explicit AdamsBashforth methods [12].
A linear multistep method [α, β] is stable if the diﬀerence
equation (29) has only bounded solution. The diﬀerence
equation represents an one-dimensional problem to equation (27) with f (x, y) = 0 gives
yn = α1 yn−1 + α2 yn−2 + · · · + αk yn−k .

1. Predict the starting value for the dependent variable
∗
.
yn+k as yn+k

A combination of three stages is called PEC (predict–
evaluate–correct) mode. It is often more desirable in
terms of stability considerations to incorporate one additional function evaluation per integration step, thus calculate the PECE (predict–evaluate–correct–evaluate) mode
[17]. Other options of repeating stages are possible but we
have in mind that it is generally considered that functional
evaluations are the most expensive part of the predictor–
corrector procedure.
The stability improvement is given by PECE mode. One
more evaluation on the end of each computational step
makes the stability region more wide [18]. Notice the difference in stability region for Adams-Bashforth method
order 2 (AB2) and Adams–Moulton method order 2 (AM2)
in PEC mode presented in picture 6 and stability region
of same methods orders 3 (AB3, AM3) in PECE mode in
picture 7.

(29)

A linear multistep method is said to be stable if all solution of the diﬀerence equation (29) are bounded as n →
∞. Let p(λ) be the corresponding characteristic polynomial
p(λ) = λk − α1 λk−1 − α2 λk−2 − · · · − ak .
A method is said to satisfy the root condition if |λj | ≤ 1
for all j, and if |λi | is a repeated root then |λj | < 1. That
is, all roots must lie within the unit circle and those on
the boundary must be simple [7].

3.1 Predictor–corrector methods
Predictor–corrector methods constitute an important algorithm in implementation of linear multistep methods
and the most successful codes for the solution of initial
value problems of ordinary diﬀerential equations. Brieﬂy,
these methods are successful because they occur in naturally arising families covering a range of orders, they have
reasonable stability properties, and they allow an easy
control via suitable stepsize or order changing policies

Figure 6: Region of absolute stability - PEC
To obtain the General linear methods we have two options. We generalize Runge–Kutta methods in case of
using more previous values, or we generalize Linear multistep methods in case of using more stages in the calculation per step. So we have a range of possibilities from
1 input quantity, as in Runge–Kutta methods, to a large
number as in multistep methods, more in [5].
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the algorithm of the new method such as
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Figure 7: Region of absolute stability - PECE

4. Predictor–corrector Obreshkov method
The main contribution of this thesis is to extend Adams
methods to higher derivative methods by using Obreshkov
quadrature formulae. We consider a two-step predictor
followed by a one-step corrector, in each case using second
derivative formulae. As a choice for predictor–corrector
pairs we consider both PEC and PECE methods.
We start with a generalization of Adams methods to second derivative methods. We consider problems for which
it is eﬃcient to calculate ﬁrst and second derivatives at
any solution point. We denote ﬁrst and second derivatives
by
y ′ (x) = f (x, y), y ′′ (x) = g(x, y).
At the start of the step we assume that we already have
computed values in previous points
yn−1 , yn−2 , · · · , yn−k ,
obtained from the starting method. The question of starting method will be discussed later. We also know from
the given problem ﬁrst and second derivative values,
fn−1 , fn−2 , . . . , fn−k , gn−1 , gn−2 , . . . , gn−k ,
which are given by fi = f (xi , yi ), gi = g(xi , yi ).
To implement the new method in predictor–corrector pairs
we consider using an explicit method for a predicted part
and using an implicit formula for a corrected part.
Formulae for f (x, y) and g(x, y) are available, hence the
Obreshkov method becomes available and we calculate the
coeﬃcients for predictor and corrector equations using the
Lagrange interpolation formulae. With another restriction of two-steps formulae, we replace the Lagrange integration polynomial by the Lagrange-Hermite integration
polynomial. Hence, we determine formulae of predictor
equation
3
17
7
1
y(xn ) = yn−1 − hfn−1 + hfn−2 + h2 gn−1 + h2 gn−2
2
2
12
12
(30)
and of corrector equation
y(xn ) = yn−1 +
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1
1
1 2
1 2
hfn + hfn−1 −
h gn +
h gn−1 .
2
2
12
12
(31)

We assume the use of the variable stepsize for the new
method, thus we implement the new method in Nordsieck
representation. By procedure described in [23], we obtain

∗
δ =hf (Yn∗1 ) − [0 1 2 3 4]Yn−1
,

∗
ϵ =h2 g(Yn∗1 ) − [0 0 1 3 6]Yn−1
,

where Yn is an output vector in the Nordsieck representation, Yn−1 is an input vector in the Nordsieck representation, P is the Pascal matrix, the term f (Yn∗ ) is the f function evaluation of predicted value Yn∗ and Yn∗1 means
the ﬁrst component of a predicted vector.
As a starting method can be used classical one-step methods such as Runge–Kutta method of order 4 or AdamsBashforth method of order 4, but it seems reasonable to
use the predictor–corrector Obreshkov method itself.

4.1 Order of the method
To check the order of the new method we show the simplest Dahlquist problem (19) with constant q = 1. We
proceed uniformly as described previously in the section
2.3. We calculate the error each time for n steps with
h = (tmax − tmin )/n.
Checking the slope of line through points we say that
the order of new method (called vlgm and represented by
violet line in ﬁgure 8) is 4. For comparison there are also
displayed results for the same problem computed by Euler
method (red line), which is the method of order 1, and
Taylor series method of orders 2 (green line) and Taylor
series method of order 4 (blue line). The corresponding
errors for Euler method, Taylor series method of order
2 and of order 4 and for our method are determined in
table 4. The interesting fact is that Taylor series method
of order 4 is more precise than the classical Runge–Kutta
of order 4.
Table 4: Errors for Dahlquist problem of Taylor
series method and new method
h
errT s4
errvlgm
0.1
2.084324e-06 1.147407e-05
0.1·2−1 1.358027e-07 7.462822e-07
0.1·2−2 8.666185e-09 4.757726e-08
0.1·2−3 5.473053e-10 3.003144e-09
0.1·2−4 3.438494e-11 1.886535e-10
0.1·2−5 2.155165e-12 1.187850e-11
0.1·2−6 1.350031e-13 6.847856e-13
0.1·2−7 4.884981e-15 4.279039e-14
Other two multistep methods were implemented and results for the problem were calculated for the comparison.
The new method is motivated by Adams methods so to
compare the new method with Adams method in PEC
mode is natural. Hence, we implemented and calculate
with Adams-Bashforth Adams-Moulton formulae of order 4 used in PEC mode (called ABAM4PEC and illustrated only in picture). And the other method is AdamsBashforth method of order 4 (AdamBash4). Errors are
displayed in table 5 and corresponding slopes of orders are
plotted in the ﬁgure 9 for comparing those methods via
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Table 5:
AB4 and
h
0.1
0.1·2−1
0.1·2−2
0.1·2−3
0.1·2−4
0.1·2−5
0.1·2−6
0.1·2−7
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Errors for Dahlquist problem of RK4,
new method vlgm
errRK4
errAdamBash4
errvlgm
1.133156e-05 3.767292e-04 1.147407e-05
7.383001e-07 2.761708e-05 7.462822e-07
4.711429e-08 1.865007e-06 4.757726e-08
2.975458e-09 1.211015e-07 3.003144e-09
1.869447e-10 7.713870e-09 1.886535e-10
1.170353e-11 4.866960e-10 1.187850e-11
7.265299e-13 3.055334e-11 6.847856e-13
6.394885e-14 1.900702e-12 4.279039e-14

PECECE (or PE(CE)2 ) mode, results are still improved
according to a PEC mode, but they are slightly less accurate than errors for a PECE mode. Those result were also
expected, this behaviour occurs in some problems even for
classical Adams methods in corresponding modes.
The Prothero–Robinson problem [22] was chosen for the
demonstration. Errors of PECE mode are smaller than
errors of PEC mode, see the table 6. Ratio numbers represent 2p with the order p of the new method in corresponding mode.
Table 6: Errors for Prothero–Robinson problem
of our method in diﬀerent modes
h
errorP EC
ratio
errorP ECE
ratio
0.1
5.197512e-07
3.928242e-07
19.128
16.780
0.1·2−1 2.717284e-08
2.338723e-08
17.780
16.540
0.1·2−2 1.528272e-09
1.413994e-09
16.942
16.307
0.1·2−3 9.020651e-11
8.671031e-11
16.483
16.161
0.1·2−4 5.472844e-12
5.365375e-12
16.290
16.109
0.1·2−5 3.359535e-13
3.330669e-13
17.291
17.241
0.1·2−6 1.942890e-14
1.931788e-14
3.070
3.053
0.1·2−7 6.328271e-15
6.328271e-15

Figure 8: Errors and orders of diﬀerent methods
for Dahlquist problem
positions of lines. Satisfying fact is that our new method
has comparable results with Runge–Kutta method of order four and it is more accurate than Adams-Bashforth
Adams-Moulton formulae of order 4 used in PEC mode.

4.3 Stability
The stability analysis for two-derivative multistep method
is presented in this section. For plotting the stability
region we use predictor and corrector equations of our
method.

Figure 10: Stability regions of the new method in
PEC mode

Figure 9: Errors and orders of four methods for
Dahlquist problem

4.2 PEC and PECE modes
We are concerned about the diﬀerent modes of the method.
Our method is represented in a PEC mode. We discovered
that as we repeat the evaluate–correct step one more time
after one cycle of predict–evaluate–correct procedure, results will be improved in the accuracy point of view according to experiments.
As we repeat steps 2. and 3. one more time and we call it

Figure 11: Stability regions of the new method in
PECE mode
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It has been discovered that the size of stability region is
bigger for our method than the stability region of AdamsBashforth Adams-Moulton method of order 4. The same
characteristics holds for the PECE mode.

5. Conclusions
Convergence and stability analysis for the predictor–corrector
method in Obreshkov quadrature formulae with constant
stepsize for various problems have been shown as well as
the comparison between the new method and other selected numerical methods. The method turned out to
be just as reliable as the traditional methods. The cost of
new method decreases with the complexity of the problem
and the accuracy is preserved. The higher order of new
method will be more accurate than the classical Adams
method.
The size of the stability region for the resulting algorithm
is still small, but the stability region is larger than commonly used methods such as Adams–Bashforth Adams–
Moulton method of order four in PEC mode or Adams–
Bashforth method of order 4. Hence, the new algorithm
may be of interest of applications where stability is a strong
limitation.
Acknowledgements. The work presented in this thesis was supported by the Czech Ministry of Education,
project no. MSM 0021630528.

Appendix
A. TKSL/C code
The code for RLC circuit for TKSL/C is presented here.
omega=1e+3;
R=20;
L=2.5e-2;
C=5e-5;
u=sin(omega*t);
% numerical solution
uC’=1/C*i &0;
i’ =1/L*uL &0;
uL =u-R*i-uC;
% analytical solution
uCanalyt=exp(-400*t)*(16/17*cos(800*t)
+13/17*sin(800*t))
-4/17*sin(omega*t)-16/17*cos(omega*t);
% error between solutions
err=uC-uCanalyt;
The program TKSL/C is available on
http://www.ﬁt.vutbr.cz/ kunovsky/TKSL/download.html.
To run the computation copy the code above to the text
ﬁle named input by the command in the terminal
cltksl -t 0.1 -s 1e-4 input > output
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Abstract

Keywords

Every long-time running software system is sooner or later
subject of a change. The most common reasons are different requests for a bug ﬁxing or adding a new functionality. Software maintenance forms bigger part of software’s lifetime. Before applying a change, it is essential
to correctly understand current state of aﬀected system.
Without all relevant information about both – system as
whole and implementation details, a change can introduce new bugs or even break functionality of the system.
In the paper we present contribution to program comprehension and following program change. Our method
utilizes metalevel architectures to separate legacy application from evolution tool. The tool, placed in metalevel,
uses aspect-oriented techniques to introduce a new code in
the base level legacy application. This code manages casual connection between base level and metamodel, which
is automatically created in metalevel. According to the
base level program behavior, the metamodel is created
and/or updated. Depending on the metamodel change,
the base level program is extended with code which aﬀects
its functionality. Since the metamodel describes related
implementation in higher level of abstraction, the method
improves program comprehension and simpliﬁes change.
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1. Introduction
Information technologies inﬂuence many aspects of our
lives. Many ﬁelds of society rely on computers and software they are running. None software is perfect and
sooner or later there are requirements for its change. The
most common reasons are diﬀerent kinds of bug ﬁxing or
adding a new functionality. Very often software system
models real world problem; since real world also changes,
there is a demand to reﬂect these changes in corresponding software system. It is more common to change existing
system than to create a new one. Software maintenance
forms about 60-90% of its lifetime [5, 4].
According to mentioned facts, a software maintenance become important research ﬁeld. All improvements in software change inﬂuences time required to maintenance (and
therefore also overall cost). Before applying a change, it is
required to identify code aﬀected by the change. It is getting more diﬃcult as software systems continue to grow.
The problem is even more serious because of ﬂuctuation
of developers. Program comprehension is a prerequisite
for program maintenance.
While reading and understanding a program code, a developer gains new knowledge. This knowledge can be
described as a sequence of certain knowledge domains,
where solved problem is on one side, and program implementation solving the problem is on the other side [2].
Knowledge domains on one side are human related, on
the other side are computer related. Thus the way of expression is diﬀerent – on one side it is freely formed, while
on the other side it is strictly qualiﬁed. During program
comprehension, it is required to ﬁnd associations between
both these ends. Relation between two neighbor domains
must not be necessarily 1:1 – for example an operation
in an algorithm domain can be described by sequence of
statements in programming language domain. Diﬀerent
domains describe solved problem in diﬀerent levels of abstraction. A person understands a program, when he/she
is able to explain the program and its relationships to its
application domain in terms that are qualitatively diﬀerent from the tokens used to construct the source code of
the program [1].
In the most of cases, applying a change means identifying relevant fragment of source code, changing source
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code, shutting down running system and ﬁnally replacing old version with a new one. Better approach would
be to have a general technique monitoring running system. According to collected information presented to a
user, it would be possible to apply modiﬁcation without
stopping the system. A new version of the system would
be again monitored (and later again modiﬁed) using the
same general technique.
In the paper we present a contribution in the ﬁeld of program comprehension and evolution. The major goal was
to ﬁnd a way to allow automatic mapping between diﬀerent levels of abstraction of selected program feature. This
can be described by two main goals:

• Mapping information from implementation level to
a metamodel created in higher level of abstraction.
• Reﬂecting metamodel changes as modiﬁcations in
implementation level.

These two levels – implementation level and metamodel
in metalevel – must be casually connected. Metamodel
in metalevel must reﬂect actual state of implementation
level and vice-versa – all changes in metamodel must be
automatically reﬂected in implementation level.

2. Improving program change
Applying program change requires far more activities than
program code modiﬁcation. Usually a change request is
described in terms related to problem domain. Before
code modiﬁcations, an actor must understand problem
domain (to qualify change impact on other parts in problem domain). Then relations between problem domain
and program code must be found. To be able to ﬁnd
these relations, an actor must be familiar with used programming languages. To understand how the change will
aﬀect running system, also runtime environment must be
understood. As a result from stated, a program change
heavily depends on knowledge in diﬀerent areas – programming techniques on one side and problem domain on
the other. The most of these prerequirements depends on
the actor of change – mostly on his/hers knowledge and
experiences. To improve possibilities of program change,
it is needed to move some of these responsibilities from a
user (developer) to a computer.
Process of identifying fragments of program code related
to known functionality of program is known as feature or
concept location [11]. Feature (or concept) can be deﬁned
as cohesive set of functionality of the system [10]. Each
feature represents a well understood abstraction of a system’s problem domain [9]. This term is situated in higher
level of abstraction than source code. During program
execution it exists as a collaboration of objects, which
are exchanging messages to achieve a speciﬁc goal. The
main diﬀerence between concepts and features is, that the
user can exercise the latter (hence the notion of concept
is more general than the notion of feature) [6]. Later in
this paper we will use only term “concept”.
Finding relations between concepts and program code takes
important part in overall program comprehension. The
task is to identify mappings between domain level concepts and their implementations in source code [7]. The
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input of the mapping is the maintenance request, expressed usually in natural language and using the domain level terminology. The output of the mapping is
a set of components that implement the concept [3]. The
input and output of location process belong to diﬀerent levels of abstraction (domain level vs implementation
level). To make the translation from one level to another possible, extensive knowledge is required (problem
domain, programming techniques, algorithms, data structures, etc.). Since concepts are not explicitly represented
in source code, the concepts identiﬁcation is a diﬃcult
task. Concept location directly supports software maintenance.
All proposed solutions of concept location are at most
semi-automatic. The main reasons are missing link between diﬀerent levels of abstraction (concepts are not explicitly represented in a program code) and demand on
extensive knowledge base (which is provided by human
user). Semi-automated tool ability of searching and analyzing subject system code is combined with user’s knowledge (let’s name this knowledge as knowledge base).
In this work, we will focus on object-oriented programming. A program developed in object-oriented language
is typically deﬁned by group of classes and their instances
– objects. Objects communicate to each other by sending messages. Relationships between classes and objects
are deﬁned by program code. Let’s deﬁne V as set of all
existing classes (1) and P as a set of classes used in a
program (2).

V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }

(1)

P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, P ⊂ V

(2)

To understand an object-oriented program, a developer
has to read used classes and understand their relations
and meanings. It is essential to move implementation
level knowledge to higher level of abstraction. As mentioned above, to make the translation from one level to
another, extensive knowledge – a knowledge base – is required. If the program is composed of classes present in
the knowledge base, a user can read and understand the
program. If there are unknown classes (not present in the
knowledge base), a user have to study these classes (and
complete his/her knowledge base). According to all these
information (usage of classes and their meanings), it is
possible to describe a problem in terms in higher level of
abstraction than is implementation level.
Automatic creation of concept representation in higher
level of abstraction than concept implementation requires
both – information about way of using diﬀerent classes,
and also meaning of these classes. A program comprehension with help of semi-automated tool for concept location
is accomplished in following steps:

1. Deﬁning search query or execution test case (both
related to located concept and utilizing developer’s
knowledge base).
2. Using the query to search source code or executing
the test case.
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3. According to developer’s knowledge base, deciding,
if the results are satisfactory or not. If not, repeating from ﬁrst step; if yes, getting a mapping
from concept to its implementation (mapping between diﬀerent levels of abstractions).
As can be seen from previous steps, the knowledge base is
essential part of program comprehension. This part is also
the most problematic (from automation point of view). It
is too general to be completely provided by a computer.
Also there is always possibility to deﬁne new classes – so
knowledge base cannot contain all possible information.
However, creating software systems is rarely solely deﬁning new classes. Signiﬁcant part of many software systems
consists of using existing libraries, or reusing other kind
of code (maybe created in previous projects). Therefore,
deﬁning a knowledge base may help with software comprehension and later modiﬁcation. The knowledge base
for at least limited group of known classes could allow to
automatically create higher level of abstraction of usage
of these classes.

Figure 1: Object-oriented program using classes
pi and known classes ki and ai . By examining the
way of use of classes ai it is possible to create
model M in higher level of abstraction.

Let’s deﬁne K as a set of known classes (with known
name and known meaning). K is a subset of V (3). Let’s
deﬁne K ′ as a set of known classes, which are used in the
program (4).

K = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kn }, K ⊂ V

(3)

K ′ = {k1′ , k2′ , . . . , kn′ }, K ′ = P ∩ K

(4)

Let’s deﬁne aspect of the program as a group of known
classes used in the program which relates to one logical
part (from higher level abstraction point of view). Aspect
of the program is subset of program’s concepts, since it
contains only concepts based on known classes. Aspect
of the system is a logical part of the system (for example network communication, ﬁle system operations, etc)
which is deﬁned by known classes. Since the program may
contain several aspects, A is subset of K ′ (5).

A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , an }, A ⊂ K ′

(5)

By deﬁning a knowledge base for known classes and by
analyzing program for the way of using these classes, let’s
deﬁne a function f , which projects aspect of the program
on model M , which is in higher level of abstraction than
implementation level (Fig. 1, equation 6).

M = f (A)

Figure 2: Object-oriented program using classes
pi and known classes ki and ai . Changes in metamodel M are reflected in implementation of classes
ai .
a base level. The term meta in general express information about information. Metaprogramming relates to
programs, which manipulates other programs. Metalevel contains data which are representing related part of
base level. If this representation always correspond to
real state of base level, we can say that base level and
metalevel are casually connected.

3.1 Automatic Metamodel Creation
In our method, the base level system of metalevel architecture will be represented by a legacy application. Information gathered by monitoring this base level system
will be used to create a metamodel, which will be placed
in metalevel (Fig. 3). A Metamodel presents identiﬁed
concept of software system. Since metamodel usually describes more than one object in base level (usually it will
contain several objects and relations between them), we
decided to deﬁne a new term of metamodel instead of using a term metaobject. As follows, it is possible to deﬁne
terms metamodel operations – operations supported by
metamodel, and metamodel protocol – interface allowing
to work with metamodel (consists of metamodel operations).

(6)

Same way it is possible to deﬁne function g, which applies
all model M changes to classes from set A (Fig. 2).

3. System Evolution by Metamodel Change
In our method, one part of the system will reason about
the other part. We decided to use properties of metalevel architectures, where one layer is subject of another layer. A metalevel controls, handles, or describes

To create a metamodel, it is necessary to monitor base
level system to ﬁnd all known classes and to resolve their
relationships and the way of their usage. A technique is
required, which allows to watch and according to needs
supplement existing code.
To extend base level application with analysis code we decided to use techniques of aspect-oriented programming
(AOP). Aspect-oriented programming allowed modularization of crosscutting concerns. Besides this property,
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Figure 3: Base level and metalevel. Metamodel of
usage of known classes is placed in metalevel.
Figure 5: Base level system is enhanced with code
for dynamic analysis. The results from this analysis is used to build metamodel in metalevel.

Figure 4: Metamodel creation using aspectoriented technique. Usage of known classes are
monitored in running program. The result information is used to build metamodel.
AOP allowed also extending existing code with a new
functionality [8]. It is even possible to add a new functionality without access to source code.
With a help of aspect-oriented programming, the base
system is extended with a new code, which has access
to internal structures of the base system. While running
the system, this code is gathering information about the
system and on the basis of these information it is possible
to build metamodel of speciﬁed concept of the base system
(Fig. 4, 5).

Figure 6: After the metamodel change, this
change is automatically reflected in base level system.

Metamodel represents known state of selected concept of
the base level system. Information about implementation in combination with knowledge base allows to create
metamodel which describes the concept in higher level of
abstraction than level of implementation. Created metamodel can be presented to user, who will later use it when
applying software change. Metamodel contains only abstracted information about selected concept, avoiding implementation details.

3.2 Metamodel Change Reflection
Second part of described method is automatic change reﬂection. It is possible to aﬀect the metamodel using metamodel operations from metamodel protocol. After invoking a metamodel operation, this will aﬀect the metamodel,
and this must be automatically reﬂected in base level system implementation (Fig. 6).

Figure 7: Original sequence of statements a) is
adviced with new code b). This code avoids statement Sn and instead uses new statement Sn′
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Base level implementation must be changed automatically
by metasystem. The metasystem can realize the change
according to information from knowledge base. Changing a general running program is a diﬃcult task. Among
other things, the biggest challenges are handling of active
threads and transfer of program state. Replacing existing
class with another one can break functionality of original
program.
Proposed method uses an aspect-oriented technique also
for application of change. With help of adding a new
code to existing application, it is possible to use around
advice to avoid execution of selected parts of original code.
Instead of original code, it is possible to get executed new
code implementing the change (Fig. 7). This way it is
possible to apply certain group of changes without need
of solving problems related to general dynamic software
change.
The other possibility of changing behavior and properties of running object-oriented system is to change the
system’s object model. Access to system’s internal structures makes it possible to use also this possibility. Therefore the task of the base level monitoring subsystem will
be also to gather all needed information about internal
structure of the system.
After changing the metamodel, change aspects are used
to reﬂect the change in the base level application. The
change is realized with help of around advice in combination with object model modiﬁcations.

3.3 Knowledge base
Essential part of the whole method is usage of knowledge
base. Both described functions f and g uses the knowledge base to make transformation from one level of abstraction to another. The main task of the knowledge base
is to replace a developer’s knowledge during this transformation between diﬀerent levels of abstractions.
The knowledge base must contain following information
for each supported concept:
• Implementation – describes the way of implementation of the concept in the level of base system implementation. This information is used for tracking
down the current state of the concept.
• Model – describes how the concept will be modeled
in a metamodel (in higher level of abstraction).
• Change – describes how to reﬂect metamodel changes
(in reaction on invocations of metamodel operations)
in base (implementation) level.
Knowledge base will be manually ﬁlled with transformation functions, which will be individually prepared for
each supported concept. Because of importance of knowledge base for the method, a quality of method will depend
on size and quality of knowledge base.

3.4 Casual connection between base level and metalevel
Casual connection is a responsibility of aspect-oriented
advices added to base level and the metasystem. From
one point of view, a task of AOP advices is to gather all

information about implementation of the concept in the
base level. From this information, a metamodel is created
(or updated).
When changing the metamodel, all modiﬁcations must be
automatically reﬂected in the base level system. This will
be done again with use of aspect-oriented programming
and access to internal object structure of base level application.

4. Experiment of Metamodel Changes
Experiment based on described method consists of two
parts – base level application and completely independent metasystem. Both levels were developed using Java
programming language.
Base level is presented by simple users management application. The application is controlled via standard graphical user interface. Besides standard management functions, the application allows to import list of users from
external application.
Fig. 8 presents UML sequence diagram of process of importing users. The diagram was generated by Eclipse’s
Test & Performance Tools Platform (TPTP) Project. After reading data from network, these are parsed using instance of java.util.Scanner class. Each record occupies
one line and consists of two values – user login (of type
String) and user type (of type Integer ).
Using the tool placed in metalevel, it is possible to automatically create metamodels of this network communication. First metamodel represents described format of
communication (Fig. 9). To built this metamodel, the
knowledge base had to be ﬁlled with details about using
of class java.util.Scanner and the way of modeling it. In
this case, it was enough to focus on context of invocations
of methods hasNext, next, nextInt, etc.
Supported metamodel operations were adding new datatype and removing existing datatype. After change in
communication format (required from the other peer),
it is possible to adjust communication format of base
level application. This can be simply done using provided metamodel operations. After metamodel change,
this change is automatically (during runtime) reﬂected in
the base level application – consequently new communication format is supported.
Second metamodel presents details about the way of communication (Fig. 10). The knowledge base was ﬁlled with
information about diﬀerent extensions of java.io.InputStream
abstract class. Metamodel describes chain of instances
of these classes used during communication. Metamodel
operations allow adding new instances into this chain.
This way it was possible to add new properties of communication, such as compression or encryption.
The last presented metamodel describes dialog ﬂow within
the application as a graph of states connected by transitions (Fig. 11). Transitions are presented as events
invoked by button components. States describes visited
dialogs of the application. After button event invocation,
a dialog creation (or focus) is registered to record a transition to a new state. In this example, it was possible to
remove states of the graph. After removing a state, component executing the transition to the state is removed.
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Figure 8: Sequence diagram of import users process.

Figure 9: a) Metamodel of used format of communication. b) Metamodel after change – adding two new
datatypes.
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Figure 10: a) Metamodel of used way of communication. b) Metamodel after change – adding gzip
compression.

Figure 11: Metamodel of dialog flow.
Presented experiments used the knowledge base ﬁlled with
few concepts implemented in Java Class Library. To model
all possibilities of using this library is too complex. In
real world projects, it is common to reuse huge amount of
code – it will be helpful to prepare knowledge base for this
reusable code, in order to improve its later comprehension
and modiﬁcations.

5. Conclusions
The aim of our thesis was to contribute to the ﬁeld of
a program comprehension and evolution. We identiﬁed
transition between diﬀerent levels of abstraction as a way
to improve possibilities in this ﬁeld.
Our method allows automatic metamodel creation based
on predeﬁned knowledge base containing details about
implementation and modeling. Based on this information, base level application is extended with a new code
which is monitoring way of use of known classes. Extension with a new code is made possible using aspectoriented techniques. Added code automatically tracks
down all information about monitored concept implementation. According to this information, a metamodel representing concept is created in metalevel. The metamodel
is automatically created in higher level of abstraction than
implementation.
The knowledge base contains also information needed to
reﬂect metamodel changes back in implementation level.
After the metamodel change, second type of AOP advice is used to automatically reﬂect changes in base level
application. The change is mostly implemented by AOP
around advice, which allows to make execution of original
code conditional. When needed, an original code is only
extended, when needed it can be completely avoided.
Described experiment contains knowledge base ﬁlled with
few concepts implemented in Java Class Library. The advantage of selection of these concepts is ability of using
this knowledge base for any Java application (using com-

patible version of the library). The disadvantage is the
complexity of the standard class library. A diﬃculty of
projection between implementation level and metamodel
in higher level of abstraction depends on speciﬁc concept.
Base level application needs no information about metalevel. It can be developed as a simple standalone application – all information related to metamodel creation are
placed in metalevel. The presented tool allows applying
changes during system runtime – there is no need to stop
the base level application. Created metamodels describe
only selected concept and hide implementation details,
which simpliﬁes its comprehension and modiﬁcation.
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Enterprise application integration, i.e. an endeavor to
make independently developed information systems cooperate, is an important topic of enterprise computing
for decades. Despite many efforts, both in industry and
academic area, integration solutions development is still
often a costly, error-prone process.
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1.

Introduction

Enterprise application integration, or EAI for short, deals
with making independently developed and sometimes also
independently operated applications in the enterprise to
communicate and cooperate – in order to produce a unified set of functionality [11]. A software system that enables such cooperation is often called an integration solution.
Application integration and its accompanying area, service oriented computing, are considered to be “hot topics”
in the information technology industry, because of their
significance for enterprises seeking efficiency and flexibility in today’s dynamic environment. For the same reasons, service oriented computing is an important research
topic in academia as well [24].
In this work we deal with integration solutions based on
messaging that utilize the Pipes and Filters architectural
pattern, as described in [11]. These solutions can be characterized in the following way:
1. They consist of a set of components (filters) that
communicate by sending and receiving messages
through channels (pipes), primarily, although not
necessarily, in a reliable and asynchronous way.
These components carry out functionality related to
the integration problem itself – like accessing information systems that have to be integrated or translating messages between formats they use – or auxiliary functionality necessary for the implementation
of required flow of control and data within the solution, like duplicating, routing, logging, splitting, or
aggregating messages.
2. As a primary, although not exclusive, mean of communication these solutions use messaging middleware, also called message-oriented middleware or
message queuing. It is a preferred technology for
creating integration solutions, because it allows creating solutions characterized by loose coupling of
their components, both at design and execution time
[11].
As in the case of any other software product development,
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also when creating an integration solution there are a couple of distinct software engineering activity types: one
of commonly used classifications recognizes requirements
specification, software design, implementation, validation,
and operation and maintenance. There are several approaches that assist the developer with the implementation activities in the domain of messaging-based integration solutions, e.g. [26, 29]. Our basic question is: Can
we help the developer more? Is it possible to provide any
methods and tools that are useful during the solution design? As described in this paper, we have succeeded in
using traditional artificial intelligence techniques, namely
planning and constraint programming, in order to reach
this goal.

Overall, these works present a step forward to making development of messaging-based integration solutions more
efficient. Namely, they relieve a developer from writing detailed, platform-specific configuration and/or code,
and allow him or her to concentrate on more abstract,
platform-independent aspects. However, they do not take
into account non-functional requirements, like throughput, availability, message processing latency, and so on.
A developer has to design an integration solution that
meets such requirements “manually”, knowing details of
a selected integration platform, and reflecting this knowledge in the platform-independent models. (Those, then,
become – at least partially – dependent on a chosen platform.)

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we
describe state of the art in the area of automating integration solution creation. Section 3 brings the formulation of
our research problem. Then sections 4 to 7 describe our
main result – methods for automating selected aspects of
integration solutions design and their evaluation. The final section contains a conclusion and outlines possibilities
for consequential research.

Moreover, many of the enterprise integration patterns (e.g.
Transactional Client), are of a highly technical nature.
Also some others, e.g. Recipients List and Publish-Subscribe Channel, capture design decisions at quite detailed
level. Therefore if one uses EIPs alone as a tool for modeling the integration solution, the business and technical
aspects of the solution are strongly tangled.

2. State of the Art
Technical issues of creating messaging-based integration
solutions have been the subject of recent research efforts,
undertaken mainly in the area of model-driven integration.
These efforts are based on an idea of constructing integration solutions using an approach starting with an abstract
description of the solution and stepwise enhancing it by
adding more details, either manually by developers or automatically by model transformation and code generation
techniques.
Building on the work on enterprise application patterns
(EIPs) [11], Scheibler and Leymann have proposed an idea
of executable enterprise application integration patterns
[26]. They have enriched original EIPs with configurable
parameters in order to be able to use them as elements
of platform-independent models of integration solutions.
Authors have provided a graphical editing environment
for creating integration solution designs and generating
executable code for a chosen platform, either Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) [3, 28] or a configuration language for specific integration tools: Apache
ServiceMix [21] or Apache Camel [13]. The approach is
limited to using XML as a message format, and WSDL
(Web Services Description Language) as a means of describing interfaces of systems being integrated. Authors
applied their idea also in an outsourced, software-as-aservice setting [27].
Frantz, Corchuelo, and Gonzáles have proposed Guaraná,
a modeling language for EAI based on entities that are
very similar to enterprise integration patterns [7]. The
principle of their work is comparable to the one described
above. Currently authors claim a support for Microsoft
Workflow Foundation as a target platform [29] with some
limitations due to conceptual mismatches between the
world of messaging-based integration and workflow automation. However, their approach is independent on a
specific platform, and translators to other platforms are
conceivable. Moreover, authors declare they work on their
own runtime system to execute integration solutions written in Guaraná [6].

An interesting attempt aimed towards a lifting of the level
of abstraction has been performed by Umapathy and Purao [31, 32]. They also have recognized the fact that using
enterprise integration patterns to describe integration solutions is at too technical a level. Moreover, they claim
that the mapping from an abstract specification of the solution (in a process-oriented language like Business Process Model and Notation, or BPMN for short) to a concrete design described by a set of EIPs is a cognitively
demanding task. Therefore they have devised a system
based on Speech Act theory that assists the designer with
the mapping from models in BPMN to sets of EIPs. A
weak point of their method is that the abstract specification of the solution (i.e. the annotated BPMN diagram)
captures very little information, so the designs provided
to the developer are of varying relevance and the model
itself cannot be used to generate directly executable solutions.
Another relevant research result is the BIZYCLE integration process [1, 22], an outcome of a project whose goal
was to investigate the potential of model-based software
and data integration methodologies. It helps the integration developer at multiple levels, ranging from the questions of incompatible semantics of data down to the level
of technical interoperability. However, the BIZYCLE process does not cover the main question of our research –
namely, how to design an effective messaging-based integration solution for a given target integration platform.

3.

Overall Goal and Hypotheses

Given the situation described above, we state the main
goal of this dissertation in the following way:
To find a way of partially or fully automating the process
of design and implementation of messaging-based integration solutions, in order to improve some of their characteristics.
We are going to research methods that will help the developer to find a detailed design of a messaging-based integration solution that would comply with a defined abstract design, non-functional requirements, design goals
and environment characteristics.
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In order to achieve this goal we plan to confirm or refute
the following two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. It is possible to partially or fully automate the detailed design and implementation of messagingbased integration solutions, given their abstract design (control and data flow specification), non-functional requirements, design goals and environment characteristics, utilizing planning and constraint satisfaction methods.
However, automating the design process is not a goal in itself. What is important is whether this automation brings
any real benefits for developers – manifesting themselves
e.g. in shorter time to produce a solution for a given integration problem, in reducing the number of defects in
such a solution, or in its better maintainability.
Although in the future we want to characterize these benefits quantitatively by measuring e.g. an effort needed to
construct an integration solution, in this dissertation we
plan to concentrate on a simpler aspect: properties of
source code. We are going to research the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2. Methods of partial or full automation
of design and implementation mentioned in Hypothesis 1
can lead to more concise source code compared to traditional way of integration solution development.
By a source code for our approach we understand the code
used to specify the input for our methods. We can reasonably assume that concise source code is easier to create,
will contain fewer defects, and is easier to maintain.

4. General Description of our Approach
On our journey to semi-automated construction of
messaging-based integration solutions we have explored
two approaches: planning and constraint programming.
We have developed a set of four methods listed below.
The input for such a method for semi-automated integration solution construction is an integration problem that
consists of:
1. abstract design, namely the specification of control
and/or data dependencies between systems or services that have to be integrated, without any technical details related to the deployment of solution
components or to their communication,
2. non-functional requirements specification: (a) mandatory non-functional properties the solution has to
have, like required throughput, availability, manageability, and so on, (b) design goals that are to
be achieved, like minimization of the use of messaging middleware, balancing CPU load, and so on;
3. description of the environment, consisting of: (a)
properties of systems or services that have to be
integrated, (b) properties of integration (or mediation) services and communication channels that are
available – in part they are given by the integration
platform that has to be used.

The output of such a method is an executable integration
solution, or – at least – its detailed design. Concrete
methods that implement this approach are the following:
1. Message-level, planning-based method (or, shortly,
the ML/P method) is a method for designing integration solutions dealing mainly with aspects of
throughput, availability, monitoring, message ordering, translating between different message contents
and formats, and finding the best way of deployment at a coarse level. It does not deal with internal structure of messages (hence “message-level”). It
uses action-based planning. [18]
2. Data element-level, planning-based method (or the
DL/P method) is a method specifically aimed at
managing data elements in messaging-based integration solutions. It uses action-based planning as well.
[15]
3. Message-level, constraint programming-based method
(or the ML/CP method) is the first of the methods
using constraint programming. Its application area
is very similar to the one of ML/P with a slightly
extended set of design aspects it deals with. [20]
4. Universal constraint programming-based method (or
the U/CP method) is the most comprehensive of
our methods. In current version it solves almost
all aspects covered by previous methods along with
several additional ones, and goes into much more
details when designing the solution. It is able to
produce directly executable code for selected integration platforms. It uses constraint programming
as well. [16, 19]

4.1

Input of the Methods

Our methods are devoted to designing an integration solution based on its abstract design, non-functional requirements specification and a description of target environment.

4.1.1

Abstract Design

The core of the abstract design is the flow of control
and data that has to be implemented. This flow can be
depicted in various ways; in the following we use UML
(Unified Modeling Language) activity diagrams as well as
our own textual, Java-like, domain-specific language developed as part of the U/CP method implementation.
As an example integration scenario used to illustrate the
methods let us consider a hypothetical online retailer company “Widgets and Gadgets ’R Us” (WGRUS) [11]. This
company buys widgets and gadgets from manufacturers
and resells them to customers. The company wants to
automate its purchase orders processing. Since parts of
the whole process are implemented in disparate systems,
our goal is to create an integration solution that would
interconnect these systems in a required way (see Fig. 1
and 2).
Handling of purchase orders in the integration solution
should look like this: Orders are being placed by company
customers. After receiving an order, our solution ensures
that the customer’s credit standing as well as inventory is
checked. If both checks are successful, goods are shipped
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process ProcessOrder(Order order)
{
fork-and-join
{
{
Credit creditInfo = CheckCredit(order);
}
{
for-each (Line orderLine in order) using "//wg:Lines/wg:Line"
{
LineInventoryInfo lineInventoryInfo;
exclusive choice
{
case xpath("substring($orderLine/...) = 'W'") ratio 0.9:
lineInventoryInfo = CheckWidgetInventory(orderLine);
case xpath("substring($orderLine/...) = 'G'") ratio 0.09:
lineInventoryInfo = CheckGadgetInventory(orderLine);
default:
reject "Invalid item type" sending orderLine;
}
}
aggregate (lineInventoryInfo into InventoryInfo inventoryInfo);
}
}
Status status = ComputeOverallStatus(order, creditInfo,
inventoryInfo);
if (xpath("$status/wg:Status = 'true'") ratio 0.85)
{
fork
{
Bill(order);
Ship(order);
}
}
else
{
forward-to "RejectedOrders" sending order;
}
}

Figure 2: An example of specification of control
and data flow, in the textual form.
to the customer and an invoice is generated. Otherwise,
the order is rejected.
Due to historical reasons, information about stock levels
is kept in two separate systems: Widgets inventory and
Gadgets inventory. So each purchase order is split into individual order lines, and each of them is inspected to see if
the item ordered is a widget, a gadget, or something else.
Based on this information the request for checking inventory is sent to one of these systems or to a special message channel reserved for invalid orders. After checking
the inventory, the information on individual order lines is
aggregated into one message that concerns the order as a
whole.
A basic unit of an abstract design is a service. It provides an access to a system that has to be integrated (in
our case such services are e.g. CheckCredit, CheckWidgetInventory, and so on) or carries out some computation or data transformation (e.g. ComputeOverallStatus). Services are then connected together using language
constructs that prescribe flow of both control and data
among them. Examples of these constructs are fork and
fork-and-join (used to split and optionally join the control flow, see the Scatter-Gather pattern [11]), choice,
if, else (used to specify a decision point, see the Message Router pattern [11]), for-each and aggregate (used
to ensure individual processing parts of a message, see
Composed Message Processor pattern [11]).

4.2

Non-functional Requirements

Currently we deal with the following categories of requirements:
1. Throughput: We may require the solution to be able
to continuously process a specified number of messages per time unit, e.g. per second or per minute.
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2. Availability: We may require the solution to guarantee a specified level of availability, i.e. that it is
able to process messages within defined time with
a specified probability. In current version of the
methods we do not use quantitative measures for
availability; instead, for simplicity we have chosen a
set of discrete values to denote “low”, “normal” and
“high” availability. Users of our methods have to decide for themselves what they understand by these
qualitative levels.
3. Message format: At many places we may require
that data have to be in a specified format, e.g. commaseparated values, fixed-length records, XML, JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation), or other.
4. Message ordering: There can be a situation that the
original ordering of messages is lost, typically in the
case of parallel or alternative processing. It may be
required that, at some places, messages should be
present in their original order.
5. Monitoring: Sometimes there is a requirement that
all messages going through a specific channel should
be monitored, that means their content should be
available to a monitoring tool.
6. Message duplication: When using messaging middleware, message duplication sometimes occurs. It
can be a requirement that these duplicates not be
present at specified points in a solution, i.e. they
must be either not allowed to emerge, in the first
place, or eliminated afterwards, if possible.
7. Checkpointing: Service containers occasionally fail.
In such situations it is convenient to be able to resume message processing (after a container is
restarted) from a known point, defined by the developer.
8. Middleware usage: Messaging middleware is sometimes an “expensive” resource, so it is a usual requirement that its use should be minimized, or even
strictly limited to a defined value.
9. CPU usage: In the presence of multiple hosts it
could be a requirement either to limit a CPU usage of each of them to a defined value, or to ensure
that their usage is balanced (within given limits).
Some of these properties can be specified as design goals,
e.g. it is possible to state we want to minimize the middleware usage, or balance the CPU usage as much as possible.

4.3

Description of Target Environment

In order to provide a correct concrete design, the method
must have information about the target environment. First
of all, it must know about properties of individual services that are referenced in the abstract design: their input/output characteristics (namely content and format of
data items consumed/produced, and possibilities of their
positioning in message parts), throughput and availability characteristics (depending on deployment), cost or resource usage data. The method must also know about
available features of the execution platform, e.g. what
types of message channels it can use, what integration
services are available, and so on.
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Figure 1: An example of specification of control and data flow, using UML.

4.4

Output of the Methods

We work with messaging-based integration solutions that
follow the Pipes and Filters architectural pattern [11]:
they receive messages that come through an input channel
or channels, process them by a set of services connected by
various channels, and put them into an output channel or
channels. Besides services prescribed in the abstract design, the solution contains auxiliary services that implement the required control and data flow. These are implementations of various integration patterns, namely Wire
Tap, Recipient List, Content Based Router, Splitter, Aggregator, Resequencer, Content Enricher, Message Translator, Composed Message Processor, Scatter-Gather, Competing Consumers, Message Dispatcher, and Transactional
Client [11]. Channels can be a implemented in memory or
they can use messaging middleware, and can be of both
Point-to-Point and Publish-Subscribe types [11].
We have devised a representation of such an integration
solution using a direct acyclic graph G = (V, E), where V
is a set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. Each
vertex v ∈ V can represent either a service or an auxiliary
component (i.e. solution’s input or output point, or a
fork or join point). In order to model this fact we have
defined a partial function Service : V → Services that,
for each vertex v ∈ V representing a service, gives this
service, and for auxiliary vertices is undefined. Each edge
eij = (vi , vj ) ∈ E represents a channel carrying messages
from vi to vj . For a given vertex v we denote a set of
its incoming edges In(v) and a set of its outgoing edges
Out(v).
Each service and each channel have a set of properties.
They are modeled usually by functions with a domain
of V or E, respectively. We call these functions, along
with the Service one, to be property functions. Property
functions related to selected design aspects are shown in
Tab. 1.
Using these functions we can formulate rules that characterize a correct integration solution. An example of such a
rule is: “If a service’s input channel is a topic, the service
cannot be deployed into more than one service container
at once.” It can be formulated in the language of the

first-order logic as
∀v ∈ Dom(Service), e ∈ In(v) :

ContainerCount(v) > 1 =⇒
ChannelT ype(e) 6= T opic.

Such rules are used by our methods to find a solution for
a given integration problem.

4.5

Capabilities of Individual Methods

Individual methods differ in features they support, as
shown in Tab. 2. Here the message level support of the
Channel content aspect means that we restrict messages
to carry only one kind of information, i.e. we are considering content of a message to be an indivisible unit. In contrast, variable level support of this aspect is more realistic:
it allows messages to contain several data items, using a
concept of process variables (like order or creditInfo in
Fig. 2). Coarse level of the Service deployment aspect
recognizes four basic modes of a service deployment (single thread, multiple threads in one process, multiple processes at one host, multiple hosts), whereas Finest level
goes down to concrete numbers of threads in individual
service containers. Partial support of the Availability aspect in U/CP means that the developer has to specify
redundancy requirements explicitly, for example as “service Bill has to be deployed at two independent hosts”,
and the method creates a detailed design according to
these requirements.

5.

Methods Based on Planning

Methods ML/P and DL/P use action-based planning [25]
to create a suitable design of an integration solution. We
have chosen this approach because there is a strong similarity between creating an integration solution and planning in general: when constructing an integration solution, we are looking for a system, composed of services
organized in a directed acyclic graph, that transforms input message flow(s) to output one(s), while when planning, we are looking for a sequence of actions transforming the world from an initial state to a goal state. From
the practical point of view it is reasonable to use existing
planners capable of efficiently finding such sequences of
actions, i.e. plans.
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Table 1: Functions used to model basic aspects of messaging-based integration solutions.
Aspect
Vertex-related function(s)
Edge-related function(s)
All
Service(v)
Content(e), or V ariableP resence(e, var)
Channel content
and V ariableP osition(e, var, pos)
Channel types
ChannelT ype(e)
DeploymentM ode(v), or
Service deployment
T hreadCount(v), ContainerCount(v),
HostCount(v), and Deployment(v)
Monitoring
M onT ransparent(v)
M onitored(e)
Message ordering
Ordered(e), OrderM arked(e)
F ormat(e) or
Message format
V ariableP osition(e, var, pos)
Message duplication
T ransClient(v), Idempotent(v)
Duplicates(e)
Checkpointing
Checkpointed(e)

Table 2: Support for design aspects by individual methods.
Aspect
ML/P
DL/P
ML/CP
U/CP
Channel content
Message level Variable level Message level Variable level
Channel types
Yes
Yes
Yes
Service deployment
Coarse level
Coarse level
Finest level
Throughput
Yes
Yes
Yes
Availability
Yes
Yes
Partially
Monitoring
Yes
Yes
Yes
Message ordering
Yes
Yes
Yes
Message format
Yes
Yes
Yes
Message duplication
Yes
Checkpointing
Yes

An integration problem to be solved is transformed into
input data for an action-based planner, written using Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL). The planner
is then executed and its output, i.e. the plan, is transformed to an integration solution graph representation.
Integration problem encoding works as follows: Channels
that are present in the integration solution being created
correspond to the planner’s states of the world – or, more
exactly, states of the world reflect cut-sets of specific cuts
of the solution graph (cuts that correspond to states in
processing of messages). The state of the world changes
as individual services and other components of the solution process their incoming message flow(s) and generate
their outgoing one(s): an operator corresponding to such
a component replaces predicate formula(s) corresponding
to its input flow(s) in the state of the world by formula(s)
corresponding to its output flow(s). The initial state of
the world then corresponds to the input flow(s) entering
the solution, and the goal state corresponds to the expected output flow(s).
A state of the world is a conjunction of literals. Most important of these literals are those that characterize channels (message flows). We directly map properties of channels into these literals. As an example, let us consider
the ML/P method. In this method we work with channel properties described by functions Content, F ormat,
Ordered, OrderM arked, M onitored, and ChannelT ype.
These functions are mapped to the following arguments
of the message predicate we use to describe message flows:
Content, Format, Ordered, OrderMarked, Monitoring, and
Channel. In a similar way we map V ariableP osition function to the data predicate in the DL/P method.

Concerning properties of solution graph vertices, these are
mapped to the planning operators names, and possibly
also their parameters.
Finally, rules that describe a correct solution are transferred into operators’ preconditions and effects. The challenge is to find a representation of states of the world, a
set of operators, and formulation of their preconditions
and effects that would cover relevant properties and rules
of the domain of messaging-based integration solutions
and still would be processable by available planners in a
reasonable time.
As an example, let us consider the message flow present at
a starting point of integration solution corresponding to
abstract design depicted in Fig. 1. In the ML/P method
it would be represented by the following atom:1
(message c_order xml ord ord_not_marked
not_mon ch_queue flow_1)
An operator corresponding to CheckCredit service deployed in fourth mode (multiple hosts), with monitoring
required, written using PDDL is shown in Fig. 3.
Message flow present at its output would be, then, represented by the following atom:
(message c_order_crinfo xml unord ord_not_marked
mon_req ch_memory4 flow_1)
As for the methods’ output side, the plan (a sequence of
1

We are using the PDDL syntax here, see [8].
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(:action CheckCredit_PL4_M
:parameters (?ordered – t-ord ?orderMarked – t-ordm
?channel – t-ch ?flowID – t-flow)
:precondition
(and
(message c_order xml ?ordered ?orderMarked mon ?channel ?flowID)
(acceptable_input_channel_for_PL4 ?channel)
)
:effect
(and
(not (message c_order xml ?ordered ?orderMarked mon ?channel ?flowID))
(message c_order_crinfo xml unord ?orderMarked mon_req ch_memory4 ?flowID)
)
)

Figure 3: Planning operator corresponding to
CheckCredit service.
actions, i.e. operators applied) represents an integration
solution we are looking for. Actions in the plan correspond to the vertices of the solution graph and action
dependencies (in the form of predicate formulas) correspond to solution graph edges. The transformation from
the plan to integration solution description is straightforward. For more information on ML/P and DL/P methods, please see [18] and [15], respectively.

6.

Methods Based on Constraint Programming

The other two methods (ML/CP and U/CP) are based
on a transformation of an integration problem into a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [14] in such a way that
a solution of the CSP can be transformed back into a solution for this integration problem.
Principles of the transformation are the following:
1. Given the integration problem, we create a skeleton
of the solution graph.
2. For each vertex and edge of this graph we create
a set of CSP variables: in principle, value of each
property function, applied to this vertex or edge, is
represented by one or more variables.
3. Each design rule is represented using one or more
constraints over respective CSP variables.
When creating a skeleton of the solution graph, the basic
assumption is: The integration solution graph strongly
resembles the control flow structure, which the solution
has to implement – in particular, between each two business services connected by a control dependency in the
abstract model, there is a message flow in the integration solution. The rationale behind this assumption is
that sending of a message is the basic mechanism used to
implement control and data flow between solution components, so it is natural to create a message flow between
any two services connected by a control flow. In addition,
we insert a sufficient number (controlled by the user) of
empty slots that will potentially contain auxiliary integration services between each two services connected by
a messaging channel.
After applying this rule, the skeleton of the integration
solution graph would look like that presented at Fig. 4.
Nodes (boxes, circles, and diamonds) are vertices of the
graph and connections between them are edges. Circles
with question marks represent slots for integration services added as described above.
We have created several advanced optimization techniques,
which are necessary to speed up the process of solving

CSPs for larger integration problems. Perhaps the most
important one is the partitioning of the problem, both
horizontally – to sets of integration processes, and vertically – to sets of design issues. Other techniques include
choosing the appropriate general heuristics for the selection of variables to be considered when searching for a
solution, as well as creating our own custom ones (like
first choosing ChannelType variables when solving Channel types design issue). By applying these techniques we
were able to obtain adequate performance of the U/CP
method, as shown in the next section.

7.

Evaluation

All four methods have been implemented as research prototypes, using several existing planners [2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12,
23, 33] and the JaCoP constraint programming library
[30], respectively. They have been evaluated using a set
of integration problems taken from the literature as well
as from our experience from real-life integration project
at Comenius University in Bratislava, as described in [15,
16, 18, 19, 20]. Here we summarize the most important
findings.

7.1

Performance of Methods Based on Planning and
Constraint Programming

First of all, we have found that our methods based on
constraint programming perform much better than their
planning-based counterparts. For an example, see the
comparison of ML/P and ML/CP methods shown in Tab. 3.
The Problem description column references the respective integration problem as it is present in [17]. The Aspects column shows which of the design issues the problem deals with, namely: monitoring (M), message formats
(F), throughput (T), availability (A), message ordering
(O), and duplicate messages elimination (D). The Business services and Int. comp. columns show the number
of business services and integration components used in
the optimal solution, respectively. The last three columns
provide the CPU time needed to find a solution by the
ML/P method (where applicable), and to find the optimal solution and to conclude that no better solution exists
by the ML/CP method.
We assume that the better performance of methods based
on constraint programming is due to the fact that these
methods have to consider a smaller space of possible solutions (e.g. by limiting a number of integration services
to be used, and by requiring an explicit specification of
the control flow within the abstract design), as well as
because we were able to provide advanced optimization
techniques mentioned in the previous section. We believe
that such techniques can be used in planning-based methods as well, albeit perhaps with significantly larger effort;
however, without further research we cannot state anything for certain about it.

7.2

Evaluation of the U/CP Method

We have undertaken an extensive evaluation of our most
advanced method, U/CP. In order to evaluate it we have
created a set of eight integration scenarios. Two of them
are taken from [11], the other six from a major integration
project undertaken at Comenius University in Bratislava:
1. Widgets and gadgets order processing scenario (described above). [11]
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of a CSP constructed for the sample integration problem.

#
1
2
3
4

Table 3: Selected results of the evaluation of ML/CP and ML/P methods.
ML/CP,
ML/CP, all
Problem
Business
Integration ML/P
Aspects
opt. solution solutions
description
services
comp.
(sec)
(sec)
(sec)
WGRUS (D)
MFTA
5
10
0.43
0.17
0.44
WGRUS (J)
MFTAO
11
20
15.47
0.33
30.04
WGRUS (J)
MFTAOD
11
29
n/a
2.80
7,012.36
University (G) MFTA
11
20
55.00
0.20
1.87

2. Loan broker. [11]
3. Transfer of data from academic information system
and human records system to university’s central
database of persons.

c. Does it create solutions that meet specified functional and non-functional requirements?
Q2. Is the method an improvement over existing
approaches?

4. Canteen menu web presentation.

7.2.1

5. Transfer of data about thesis and dissertations from
academic information system (AIS) to external plagiarism detection system.

We have answered Q1a by creating input data for our
method for the above mentioned eight integration scenarios (besides others). We have found that the expressiveness of our control and data flow description language
is largely sufficient. Only minor changes that would increase the practical usability of the language have been
identified. Concerning the expressive power of the nonfunctional specification language, we have found it adequate, with some points to improve, like the ability to
specify multiple usage profiles, global message ordering
requirements, or message processing latency. These will
be treated in the future.

6. Transfer of data about defended thesis and dissertations as well as fulltexts of these works from AIS
to university library information system.
7. Transfer of personal data from central database of
persons to the information system of dormitories
and canteens.
8. Transfer of students’ admission confirmations from
academic information system to central database of
persons.
We have tried to answer the following questions:
Q1. Is the method usable, i.e.
a. Is it universal enough, i.e. can it be applied to a
sufficiently wide set of problems?
b. Is it able to create integration solutions in reasonable time?

7.2.2

Applicability of the Method

Performance of the Method

Concerning the method’s performance (question Q1b), we
have conducted a set of experiments. Their results are
summarized in Tab. 4.
Meaning of individual columns is the following: P# denotes the integration problem number. Processes column
indicates the number of integration processes in the problem. Components shows the number of components (i.e.
services, input/output directives, and control flow constructs elements) in the integration problem and solution, respectively. Connections denotes the number of
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P#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Processes
1
1
23
1
1
9
1
1

Table 4: Results of the U/CP method performance evaluation.
Components Connections Variables Containers Best solution (sec) All solutions (sec)
19 (25)
20 (26)
6
5
0.3
0.3
23 (47)
29 (53)
13
3
21.9
Timeout
125 (142)
129 (146)
85
6
30.4
30.5
8 (9)
7 (8)
7
1
0.8
0.8
9 (9)
8 (8)
9
1
0.9
0.9
74 (89)
91 (106)
67
1
4.4
4.4
22 (24)
23 (25)
9
1
0.3
0.3
18 (25)
19 (26)
10
1
0.6
0.6

connections (i.e. channels), again both in the integration
problem and solution. Variables is the number of process
variables present in the solution. Containers is the number of service containers the solution components can be
deployed in. Finally, the Best solution column denotes
the CPU time, measured in seconds, that was needed to
find the optimal solution for a given integration problem,
and the All solutions column gives the CPU time needed
to conclude that no better solution exists. The Timeout
value here means that the computation did not finish in
allotted time of 600 seconds.

250

202
200

Number of symbols
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Progress Sonic Workbench
U/CP
150
116
105
100
80
54
43
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These results indicate that the method is performing well
enough to be practically used. Moreover, we have verified,
by code inspection and/or by performance testing, that
the generated solutions have met stated functional and
non-functional requirements (question Q1c).

7.2.3

Comparison to the Traditional Development of
Integration Solutions

We have conducted a comparison of the development of
integration solutions using our method to the development of such solutions using traditional tools, like Progress
Sonic Workbench that we have used for several years.
We have found that our method addresses a major issue:
the considerable complexity of messaging-based integration solutions that severely limits their understandability
and maintainability. Solutions that are captured using
our platform-independent, abstract control and data flow
specification language are significantly more concise than
solutions written using Progress Sonic-specific graphicalonly language. As can be seen in Fig. 5, our method
reduced the number of symbols necessary to implement
an integration solution for a problem similar to #2 (Loan
Broker) from 202 to 116 (i.e., by 43%). Likewise, the reduction for problem #4 (Canteen menu presentation) was
from 82 to 39 (by 52%). Moreover, the character of the
code has changed from highly technical, dealing e.g. with
message parts content and formatting, to more conceptual, dealing with abstract notion of process variables instead. We expect to achieve a similar level of complexity
reduction when comparing with other integration products, e.g. Apache Camel or FUSE Integration Developer;
however, this has to be established experimentally yet.
There are also other, less fundamental, areas of improvement, like removing the necessity of learning technical
details of implementation platform concepts, better documentation and visualization of the integration solutions,
and their automated deployment.
A drawback of using our method is that, although being quite universal, it uses a limited number of design
constructs and makes concrete assumptions about the so-

29
7
0
Total

Control flow

Data flow

Deployment

Category

Figure 5: Number of symbols necessary to implement a sample scenario.

lutions being created. There are situations where this
method would not find a solution as efficient or elegant
as a developer would create “by hand”. Experiments have
shown a performance decrease of 41.3% in one particular
test case (21.3% overall), due to some features missing
in U/CP, in comparison to the native integration platform [19]. However, these experiments were aimed directly at measuring the performance of integration code
and therefore used stub implementations of systems to
be integrated. We expect that the performance decrease
in integration scenarios involving real systems would be
less significant. Nevertheless, we are working on adding
identified missing features to the method and optimizing
its run-time support components in order to enhance the
performance of generated solutions.

8.

Conclusion

Overall goal of this thesis was to find a way of partially or
fully automating the process of design and implementation of messaging-based integration solutions, in order to
improve some of their characteristics. In order to fulfill it,
we have formulated two hypotheses, mentioned in Section
3, and tried to accept or refute them.
As for the Hypothesis 1, we have constructed four methods (ML/P, DL/P, ML/CP and U/CP). All of them are
based on our own abstract model of an integration solution using graphs with properties of their vertices and
edges modeled as functions.
By evaluating these methods we have shown the following.
First of all, the process of creating detailed design of an
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integration solution can be partially or fully automated,
given the abstract design, non-functional requirements,
design goals and environment characteristics of such a solution.
Second, action-based planning can be used for designing
integration solutions. Its use is advantageous in the sense
that it does not require the developer to explicitly specify the control flow between individual services; it suffices
to state their input/output requirements. On the other
hand, experiments with the ML/P and DL/P methods
have shown that (1) the time needed to find a suitable
design is significantly longer than when using methods
based on constraint satisfaction, (2) the number of design aspects that the planning-based methods were able
to take into account is limited, and (3) the notion of solution optimality we were able to work with when using
planning was rather coarse. The first two observations can
be summarized in a way that our planning-based methods
do not scale well with the problem size and the number of
design aspects. However, we see a potential for improving these methods in the future, in particular by utilizing
domain-specific knowledge within the planning process.
Third, constraint satisfaction can be used for designing
integration solutions as well. Advantages of its use are:
1. U/CP method based on constraint satisfaction is
able to construct integration solution designs quickly
enough to be used as part of a design tool. We have
implemented such a tool in the form of an Eclipse
plugin and successfully used it to create several realworld integration solutions.
2. A transformation of abstract design rules into CSP
constraints is more straightforward than their transformation to operators’ preconditions and effects
within our planning-based methods. This enabled
us to implement a rich set of design aspects and
metrics within the U/CP method, which could be
further extended as necessary. Design metrics also
provide a very flexible way of defining the criterion
of solution optimality.
3. We were able to implement a partitioning scheme for
the design problem. This provided us with a good
performance as well as scalability with regards to
the problem size and the number of design aspects
considered.
Therefore, we have confirmed Hypothesis 1.
Concerning Hypothesis 2: Based on our subjective assessment, as well as on two case studies, which we have
prepared, we can say that the source code that has to be
created for the U/CP method is significantly more concise
than the source code written directly for an integration
platform. We can reasonably assume that more concise
source code can positively influence other properties of the
solution, namely the effort needed to create and maintain
it, as well as the number of defects present.
Therefore, the main goal of this dissertation has been fulfilled.

8.1
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Future work

As for future research, there are a number of questions
worth looking at. We can roughly divide them to “more
conceptual” and “more technical” groups. Among “more
technical” future work directions there are, e.g. (1) evaluating the benefits of using the U/CP method more exactly, using for example quantitative measurements of the
effort needed to create and maintain integration solutions,
or (2) implementing additional design aspects, like message latency or global message sequencing.
Among conceptual questions there are, for example:
1. Is it possible to apply the approach used in our
method in areas other than messaging-based integration solutions, namely e.g. in technical design of
web service compositions?
2. Would it be helpful to try to combine planning and
constraint programming together? Or, would other
problem-solving techniques be more useful?
3. Is it possible to automate other aspects of integration solutions development, for example creation of
transformation services – or to integrate our methods with existing frameworks in this area, like the
BIZYCLE Model-Based Integration framework [1]?
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Technologies, Slovak University of Technology,
Ilkovicova 3, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
margareta.kotocova@stuba.sk

In the year 2011, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
awarded 159 Master’s degrees in fields within Information Sciences and Technologies, studying at its Faculty of Informatics
and Information Technologies. The Faculty offers 3 study programmes. In Computer and Communication Systems and Networks, there were 52 graduates, in Information Systems 43 graduates, and in Software Engineering 64 graduates.
The Faculty evaluates the cohort of its graduates each year, taking into account their study results but most importantly the
quality of their theses. According to their overall study results,
the top 1-2% receives Summa Cum Laude, the next 3% receives
Magna Cum Laude and the next 6% receives Cum Laude (limits are approximate). Based on their thesis reviews, presentation
and defence, approximately 5% receives Award for Excellent
Thesis. The Faculty aims at distinguishing itself by a strong
research dimension. This is reflected also in Master’s theses,
which are expected to make contributions to some research problem related to the field of study of the particular student.
In 2011, 5 graduates received Magna Cum Laude and 4 graduates received Cum Laude. In the following there are listed abstracts of theses that were evaluated as the 7 top ones (roughly
5%) from all the theses (159) submitted in 2011. Also, there are
listed titles of other 12 theses that received Honourable Mention.

Dean’s Award for Excellent Master Thesis

Student: Martin Labaj
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Recommendation and Collaboration Based on Implicit Feedback
Supervisor: prof. Mária Bieliková
Annotation: In the field of e-learning considering the open web,
the identification of difficult and/or interesting parts of learning
text can be useful feature for tasks like rewriting, showing where
to focus or providing help to students adaptively. Methods which
extract this information by directly interacting with a user for
example by asking him to rate document fragments can lead to
distraction while reading (specifically in learning domain) and
require that users answer truthfully. In this work, we focus on
implicit interest indicators, most importantly document scrolling
and user’s gaze. With these, we proposed a method for identification of interesting fragments of document and tracking fragments of the content presented by a web application. We proposed several scenarios for use our method and evaluated some
of them in the experiment which involved 34 bachelor students
of our faculty. Main contribution of this work is in the utilization
of users’ gaze in the web environment, in common settings and
with only commodity hardware.

Mária Bieliková

Faculty of Informatics and Information
Technologies, Slovak University of Technology,
Ilkovicova 3, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
maria.bielikova@stuba.sk

Student: Andrej Hopko
Degree program: Information Systems
Thesis title: Classification of DNA Functional Regions Using
Binary Tensor Decomposition
Supervisor: Jakub Mažgut
Annotation: Knowledge discovery is favorite and trendy approach for valuable knowledge retrieval, useful in science and
commerce as well. Understanding of gene location in the genome
and functional region construction of a gene represents such desired knowledge. Mining in DNA sequence data is one among
many approaches to pursue these objectives. Goal of this project
is an analysis of decomposition techniques for binary tensors
with consideration of DNA region classification domain. We
proposed an innovative decomposition technique using an idea
of approach considering both content and discrimination characteristics of binary tensors. We offer detailed design, derivation
and implementation of such decomposition technique with algorithms supporting its experimental evaluation. We have experimentally verified data reduction properties of proposed decomposition technique on the generated date and real DNA data as
well. Our knowledge discovery model thus showed its capabilities of supervised dimensionality reduction. We demonstrated
an improvement towards the model we had started from. We
think, that in age of demand for more and more multilinear data
processing this model has much to offer.
Student: Dominik Macko
Degree program: Computer and Communication Systems and
Networks
Thesis title: VHDL Digital Systems Model Visualization
Supervisor: Katarína Jelemenská, PhD.
Annotation: This project is focused on the problem of visualization of digital systems VHDL models and the display possibilities, which existing design systems and visualizers can offer.
We analyze existing visualizers, among them the visualizers developed in previous diploma projects at the Faculty. The project
deals with the problem of VHDL model simulation and visualization of this simulation. The simulation visualization possibilities of the existing digital systems VHDL models simulators are
analyzed. From the analysis of visualization problem, we show
different possibilities of visualization environment design procedure. In the design, it is necessary to choose properly a VHDL
description parser, a transient representation and a way of the
simulation visualization of digital system VHDL model. The
design and implementation of the extension to existing application VHDL Visualizer v5.0 is proposed. This extension is about
the simulation and the visualization of this simulation. Our visualization environment is also able to use some free external
tools for functionality addition. Because of that this visualizer
also becomes the strong verification tool.
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Slovak Academy of Sciences Award for Excellent
Master Thesis

Student: Karol Rástočný
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Semantic Web Navigation Based on Adaptive Views
Supervisor: Michal Tvarožek, PhD.
Annotation: The difficulty of finding relevant information in
the Web is increasing as web repositories grow in size. We proposed a novel approach for navigation in the Semantic Web,
which helps users find relevant information and enables them
to browse similar and/or related resources. We achieve this via
view-based search within the Semantic Web using navigation in
a two-dimensional graph, which has the advantage of visualizing dependencies between results. Typical tools for Semantic
Web browsing that employ graph-based approaches has problems with readability and understandability. We address these
problems via adaptive views, result clustering, facet marking,
next action recommendation and zoom-based navigation. We
realized a prototype of the proposed navigation approach in the
Semantic Web by implementing it as a plug-in for the faceted
browser Factic. We next evaluated our approach via several experiments with real-world users.
Student: Marián Hönsch
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Virtual Community Detection in Vast Information
Spaces
Supervisor: Michal Barla, PhD.
Annotation: This thesis describes our work on identifying communities of individuals based on their interests while browsing
the web. A user can belong to several communities at a time,
where each community represents parts of his interests. We assume that recommendations coming from such communities are
more accurate than from communities based on a whole user
profile. We describe how to record and identify particular interests for each user. Interests evolve from analysis of the resources
that the user has viewed in the past and are defined as cluster of
keywords. To evaluate our approach we built articles recommender for a news portal. As recommender systems are tailored
to the specific domain, we also adapted our approach slightly to
better fit the news portal domain, which is highly dynamic and
with frequent changes.
Student: Peter Havrila
Degree program: Computer and Communication Systems and
Networks
Thesis title: Management Tools of MPLS Networks
Supervisor: Margaréta Kotočová, Associate Professor
Annotation: This work deals with management of networks
based on TCP/IP protocol stack in service provider environment.
Systematic approaches aimed to network management on FCAPS
model are presented with focus on change management in TCP/IP
networks. This work presents a conception of network management systems and usage of network management protocols with
focus on SNMP protocol. We describe service provider technologies with emphasis on BGP protocol, Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS), MPLS Virtual Private Services (VPN) and
MPLS Traffic Engineering (MPLS TE). We focus on Quality of
Service principles and Traffic Engineering principles and needs
for a typical service provider. We specify the requirements for
SNMP based visualization tool HelloRouteSP that has an ambition to provide value added information regarding MPLS network. Based on provided specification a proof of concept application called HelloRouteSP was implemented that allowed access to logical topology visualization of TCP/IP networks and as
an addition also visualize routing paths along MPLS core technology spectrum.

Student: Matej Krchniak
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Genetic Programming on Graphics Processing Unit
Supervisor: Peter Trebatický, PhD.
Annotation: Performance of central processing units is constantly increasing, but in the field of artificial intelligence it is not
enough. In the effort of increasing effectiveness of calculation
we may consider moving part of the computation on the graphics processing units, which now may have more than hundreds
of processors. This work describes the basics of parallel computation on graphics processing units. Terminology described
in this work form the basis of parallel computation on graphics
processing units in CUDA and OpenCL. We use genetic algorithm to solve specific problem on central processing unit and
graphics processing units. We evaluate effectiveness of executing on graphics processing units instead of central processing
units. These evaluations provide information about which representation of genetic program is better suited for execution on
graphics processing units.

Dean’s Honourable Mention for Master Thesis

Burda, Filip: Optimisation of IP/MPLS Network. Supervisor:
M. Kotočová
Fogelton, Andrej: Hand Tracking. Supervisor: M. Makula
Chalupa, David: An Evolutionary Algorithm for Class
Optimization. Supervisor: J. Pospíchal
Jačala, Martin: Relationship Doscovery in Unstuctured Text
Using Semantic Analysis. Supervisor: J. Tvarožek
Kuric, Eduard: Automatic Photo Annotation Based on Visual
Content Analysis. Supervisor: M. Bieliková
Malečka, Peter: Linux Based Communication Server on TI
DaVinci Platform. Supervisor: B. Dado
Murányi, Ján: Interconnecting of IP Multimedia subsystem
(IMS) domains. Supervisor: T. Kováčik
Nemeček, Juraj: SIP Single Port. Supervisor: I. Kotuliak

Paulovič, Andrej: Social Behaviour of Honey Bees as
Inspiration for Data Mining. Supervisor: P. Návrat
Siebert, Miroslav: Editor, Animator and Verificator of Petri
Nets. Supervisor: M. Kolesár
Švoňava, Daniel: Efficient Representation of Graphs.
Supervisor: P. Trebatický
Ukrop, Jakub: Presentation of Embedded Graph Data.
Supervisor: P. Kapec

Report from Brno University of Technology
Jaroslav Zendulka
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Brno University of Technology
Božetěchova 2, 612 66 Brno, Czech Republic
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In 2011, 233 students were awarded by master’s degree
diploma at the Faculty of Information Technology, Brno
University of Technology. Master’s degree program Information Technology, offered by the faculty, has currently
10 branches. In branch Bioinformatics and Biocomputing,
it was 8 graduates, in branch Information Technology Security 4 graduates, Information systems 74 graduates, Intelligent systems 25 graduates, Management and Information Technologies 18 graduates, Mathematical Methods in
Information Technology 2 graduates, Computer Graphics
and Multimedia 68 graduates, Computer and Embedded
Systems 11 graduates, Computer Networks and Communications 14 graduates and branch Computer Systems and
Networks 9 graduates.
Diploma theses of 60 graduates were assessed by excellent grade. Moreover, some of them were so exceptional
(e.g. by means of quality, extent, results or contribution),
that they were awarded by Dean’s award. These theses
are briefly introduced in this paper. Some of excellent
theses were also applied to variety of competitions. One
of them, thesis named Hardware Accelerated Functional
Verification by Marcela Šimková won the 1st prize in the
Diploma thesis of the year competition organised by Abra
software company.

Dean’s Award for Excellent Master Thesis
Student: Michael Angelov
Thesis title: Augmented Reality for Commercials
Supervisor: Vı́tězslav Beran
Annotation: Thesis presents a possible application of
augmented reality in domain of commercials. Architecture of a mobile application is designed and presented.
The system is able to detect and track specific objects
(e.g. printed commercials, logos) in mobile phone camera
in real time and provide some extra information about
the detected object towards the user. Thesis also provides a review of contemporary used techniques in object
recognition, object tracking and image retrieval from image databases.
Student: Václav Bartoš
Thesis title: Network Anomaly Detection
Supervisor: Martin Žádnı́k
Annotation: The aim of this thesis is to improve systems and methods for anomaly detection in computer networks. At first, basic categories of network security systems and number of methods used for anomaly detection
are described. The core of the thesis is focused on an optimization of the method based on detection of changes
of distributions of packet features originally proposed by

Richard Ružička

Faculty of Information Technology
Brno University of Technology
Božetěchova 2, 612 66 Brno, Czech Republic
ruzicka@fit.vutbr.cz

Lakhina et al. This method is described in detail and two
optimizations are proposed – the first is focused on the
speed up and memory efficiency utilizing hashing schemes,
the second improves its detection capabilities by exploiting combination of various traffic features and detection
functions. The optimizations are evaluated through experiments on real data with artificially generated as well
as real anomalies.
Student: Marek Černý
Thesis title: IPv6 Modelling in OMNeT++
Supervisor: Vladimı́r Veselý
Annotation: This paper is a part of ongoing research
of computer networks modelling and simulation and it
explores current capabilities of INET framework in OMNeT++ to support IPv6 addressing and routing. OMNeT++ is a general discrete-event simulator commonly
used to build various computer simulations. It can be
extended by INET that supplies models of protocols and
devices from TCP/IP environment. We’ve managed to
create extensions to this framework called ANSA to support IPv4/IPv6 dual-stack router and host for static and
also dynamic routing. All new models together with existing ones could be setup via new transparent XML-based
configuration file. We also introduce an OSPFv3 module
that implements most of auxiliary features and is ready
for future development of the routing protocol core.

Student: Vojtěch Drahoš
Thesis title: Server for Automatic IPv6 Tunnel Connectivity
Supervisor: Petr Matoušek
Annotation: One of the major problems of modern Internet is an upcoming depletion of IPv4 address space.
This work focuses on expansion of IPv6 clients using automatic tunelling via TIC protocol. Major part of this
work includes design and implementation of the server
part of tunnel broker system. The system was successfully implemented and deployed at CZ.NIC. This system enables users a free registration to the broker system
at http://ayiya.labs.nic.cz. After successfull registration,
automatical IPv6 tunnel is created and now the user communicates to Internet by IPv6 protocol without intervation of his or her ISP.

Student: Marián Hacaj
Thesis title: Simple Flight Simulator for Windows
Phone 7
Supervisor: Adam Herout
Annotation: The thesis describes programming of 3D
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applications, mainly games, on the Windows Phone 7
platform and lightly compares this approach with the Silverlight platform. It also describes the XNA framework
in detail and touches some problems of programming airplane simulators. In the second part of this thesis, the
reader can find a complete description of the implemented
simple airplane simulation for the Windows Phone 7 platform, which is based on the XNA framework. The game
consists of terrain, sky, plane, scene, simple physics and
the game logic.
Student: Jakub Hornı́k
Thesis title: Compiler Back-end of Subset of Language
C for 8-bit Processor
Supervisor: Zbynı̀k Køivka
Annotation: A compiler allows us to describe an algorithm in a high-level programming language with a higher
level of abstraction and readability than a low-level machine code. This thesis describes the design of a compiler
back-end of subset of language C for 8-bit soft-core processor Xilinx PicoBlaze (version 3). The design is described
from the initial selection of a suitable framework to the
implementation itself. The compiler architecture strictly
separates front-end and back-end parts. As a suitable
framework for C front-end, Small Device C Compiler is
used. The back-end part is developed as new compiler
port with PicoBlaze-3 assembly language as its target language. This implementation replaces old and unusable
PCComp compiler for this processor.

Student: Michal Hrubý
Thesis title: Exploitation of Graphics Processor as Accelerator - OpenCL Technology
Supervisor: Pavel Zemčı́k
Annotation: This master thesis topic is the OpenCL
technology and its exploitation in the task of object detection in image. The introductory part is devoted towards
description of OpenCL fundamentals as well as the theory
of object detection. The analysis of the method is performed and a design is proposed with consideration of the
OpenCL possibilities. The work also includes description
of implementation of the object detection application and
experimental evaluation of the detection performance. Finally, a summary of the achieved results is given.
Student: Jiřı́ Kalus
Thesis title: GSM Alarm Support on Mobile Device
Supervisor: Jiřı́ Koutny̌
Annotation: This master’s thesis describes the mobile
application that provides the support to control the
GSM/GPS alarms. Based on the possibilities of modern security equipment and mobile devices, the application adds new functionality for these alarms. This work
mainly describes selecting the appropriate mobile platform, application designs and the independence on the
specific alarm. Implementation of the application is realized for OS Android. In conclusion, the results and
possible extension of the application are talked over.

Student: Peter Lisák
Thesis title: Human Recognition by Finger Veins
Supervisor: Radim Dvořák
Annotation: The master’s thesis deals with biometric

systems, especially these based on human recognition by
finger veins. It describes some development principles of
the new biometric system. It proposes some new approaches to the comparison of finger vein patterns and
their fast identification in sizable databases. Verification
is based on templates comparison by similarity and distance measures with proposed alignment approaches. The
proposed method of identification is based on the combination of clustering and genetic algorithm. The second
option is using the indexing tree structure and searching
by range query.
Student: Jiřı́ Matoušek
Thesis title: Network Traffic Simulation and Generation
Supervisor: Pavol Korček
Annotation: Development of computer networks able
to operate at the speed of 10 Gb/s imposes new requirements on newly developed network devices and also on
a process of their testing. Such devices are tested by replaying synthetic or previously captured network traffic
on an input link of the tested device. We must be able
to perform both tasks also at full wire speed. Current
testing devices are either not able to operate at the speed
of 10 Gb/s or they are too expensive. Therefore, the aim
of this thesis is to design and implement a hardware accelerated application able to generate and replay network
traffic at the speed of 10 Gb/s. The application is accelerated in the FPGA of the COMBOv2 card and it also
utilizes the NetCOPE platform. Architecture of the application is modular, which allows easy implementation of
different modes of operation. The application implements
both capturing and replaying network traffic at full wire
speed, but traffic can be limited to a specified value of
bitrate at the output. The thesis is concluded by a comparison of the implemented application and the packet
generator implemented on the NetFPGA platform. According to this comparison, the implemented application
is better than the NetFPGA packet generator.
Student: Milan Meisl
Thesis title: Design and Construction of a Two-Wheel
Mobile Robot
Supervisor: Filip Orság
Annotation: This thesis deals with design and construction of a two-wheel mobile robot. In order to prepare
high-quality project, a testing carriage has been
constructed providing useful basic information for the final design and construction of the robot. Except for the
introduction and conclusion, the thesis consists of four
main parts. The first part of the thesis briefly introduces
robotics generally and is followed by a theoretical part
focused at components necessary for the construction of
the robot and Segway vehicle, which served as an inspiration for the functionality of the robot. Then there are
described the individual methods of stabilization of the
robot using several different types of sensors with a discussion about choices made. The electrical design follows
with a complete description of the circuits, which were
considered optimal for the designed wiring. Next part of
the thesis focuses on the construction of the two-wheeled
carriage and covers construction of the mechanical components, design of the printed circuit boards, design of the
software and its implementation. The work is finished by
experimental results and evaluation of the results.
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Student: Martin Pešek
Thesis title: Knowledge Discovery in Spatio-Temporal
Data
Supervisor: Jaroslav Zendulka
Annotation: The thesis deals with knowledge discovery in spatio-temporal data, which is currently a rapidly
evolving area of research in information technology. It focuses, in particular, on moving objects data in the form
of trajectories with an emphasis on the methods for trajectory outlier detection. The thesis also deals with the
process of implementation of the trajectory outlier detection algorithm called TOP-EYE. The algorithm is experimentally evaluated on two different data sets. The first
one contains trajectories extracted from videos processed
by a multi-camera surveillance system. The other one is
a database of hurricane paths in the Atlantic Ocean.
Student: Tomáš Pospı́šil
Thesis title: Development of SQL/XML Functionality
in PostgreSQL Database
Supervisor: Petr Chmelař
Annotation: The aim of this thesis is to propose a
way to implement the missing XML functionality for the
database system PostgreSQL. The second chapter discusses the theoretical paradigm with an XML-related technologies like Xpath or XQuery. The third chapter discusses the ISO SQL standards and it describes the current
level of implementation of native XML databases versus
traditional relational databases. The last part focuses on
different approaches and it proposes a solution to implement the XML API to PostgreSQL, which validates XML
documents against XSD, DTD and RelaxNG schemes.
The next point is focused on XML indexing techniques
and a new index based on GiST.

Student: Jakub Rusnák
Thesis title: Visualization of Program Flow of Executable Files
Supervisor: Pavel Zemčı́k
Annotation: This master thesis topic is the concept and
implementation of visualization of program flow of executable files. The focus is on the structure of Microsoft
Windows executable file format and methods of instructions encoding. The thesis also describes contemporary
methods of ”malware” analysis, especially the analysis of
program flow. The state of the art in ”malware” visualization methods and recent tools for 3D data visualization are described as well. The objective of the work was
design and implementation of 3D visualization of jumps
in executable files. The main result is the visualization
tool which helps to identify different samples of ”malware”
from normal code.
Student: Zdeněk Sojma
Thesis title: Object Tracking in Video
Supervisor: Adam Herout
Annotation: This master’s thesis describes principles of
the most widely used object tracking systems in video and
then mainly focuses on characterization and on implementation of an interactive offline tracking system for generic
color objects. The algorithm is characterized by a high
evaluation accuracy of object trajectory. The system creates the output trajectory from input data specified by the
user; the inputs may be interactively modified and added
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to improve the system accuracy. The algorithm is based
on a detector which uses color bin features and on the
temporal coherence of object motion to generate multiple
candidate object trajectories. The optimal output trajectory is then calculated by dynamic programming whose
parameters are also interactively modified by the user.
The system achieves 15-70 fps on a 480x360 video. The
thesis describes the implementation of the testing application whose purpose is to optimally evaluate the tracker
accuracy. The final results are also discussed.
Student: Jaroslav Strouhal
Thesis title: Software Integration
Supervisor: Jitka Kreslı́ková
Annotation: The aim of this master’s thesis is to analyse
the software integration decision-making process and to
design and propose an effective IT-based solution to this
problem, which could be implemented seamlessly into the
local information system of an existing enterprise using
the given enterpriseŚs data formats and interface. The
thesis begins by mentioning the current software equipment state as well as information technology development
strategy of the given enterprise and goes on by describing the data types, interfaces, data storage and information requirements of individual user groups within the
whole enterprise. The thesis then proposes a set of techniques for integrating the individual software tools into
the current environment. Each proposed integration case
describes the source and target resources, then focuses
on the reasoning behind the suggested integration proposal and finally, concludes with describing a generalized
method for successfully implementing the suggested integration. ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) integration
tool has been developed in order to streamline the whole
integration process. The ETL toolŠs functionality has
been verified by deploying the tool on a live data sample.
Student: Martin Střı́ž
Thesis title: Platform for Development of Rich Internet
Applications
Supervisor: Adam Herout
Annotation: This thesis aims to design and implement
a platform for Rich Internet Applications based on technologies suitable for Java and JavaScript programming
languages. The emphasis is put on choosing the appropriate software stack from available libraries, using proper
principles of object-oriented design and programming and
possibility of long term support of the resulting application. The text describes the developed platform and sample applications created using the platform.
Student: Tomas Suchomel
Thesis title: IPv6 Geolocation and Visualization
Supervisor: Petr Matoušek
Annotation: This work focuses on geolocation and visualization of IPv6 addresses. Its main goal is to design geolocation database with IPv6 addresses and regularly update it. The tool also includes visual tool to
display geographic locations of the IPv6 addresses on the
world map. The implemented system gathers data from
public Whois databases. Then, geographical addresses
are mapped into coordinates using Google Maps Geocoding API. Locations of IPv6 addresses are visualized via
web-based Google Maps API. The system is available at
http://staging.labs.nic.cz/ip2geo/.
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Student: Marcela Šimková
Thesis title: Hardware Accelerated Functional Verification
Supervisor: Michal Kajan
Annotation: Functional verification is a widespread technique to check whether a hardware system satisfies a given
correctness specification. The complexity of modern computer systems is rapidly rising and the verification process
takes a significant amount of time. The analysis part
of this thesis describes the requirements on a system for
acceleration of functional verification, the most important being the option to easily enable acceleration and
time equivalence of an accelerated and a non-accelerated
run of a verification. The thesis further introduces a design of a verification framework that exploits the fieldprogrammable gate array technology, while retaining the
possibility to run verification in the user-friendly debugging environment of a simulator. According to the experiments carried out on a prototype implementation, the
achieved acceleration is proportional to the number of
checked transactions and the complexity of the verified
system. The maximum acceleration achieved on the set
of experiments was over 130 times.
Student: Ivan Vogel
Thesis title: Application for the Data Processing in the
Area of Evolutionary Biology
Supervisor: Pavel Očenášek
Annotation: Phylogenetic tree inference is a very common method for visualising evolutionary relationships
among species. This thesis focuses on explanation of
mathematical theory behind molecular phylogenetics as
well as design of a modified algorithm for phylogenetic
tree inference based on intra-group analysis of nucleotide
and amino acid sequences. Furthermore, it describes the
object design and implementation of the proposed methods in Python language, as well as its integration into
powerful bioinformatic portal. The proposed modified algorithmic solutions give better results comparing to standard methods, especially on the field of clustering of predefined groups. Finally, future work as well as an application of proposed methods to other fields of information
technology are discussed.

Student: Martin Wilczák
Thesis title: Scene Rendering in Modern Computer
Games
Supervisor: Rudolf Kajan
Annotation: This work starts with an analysis of stateof-the-art methods for lighting calculations of large scenes
used in modern computer games, while focusing on independently developed games. These indie games, as they
are commonly called, are developed in small teams with
severely constrained budged which limits their options for
realistic visuals. The result of this work is a design of an
architecture for rendering of complex scenes based on the
XNA framework and description of implementation used
in resulting independently developed game. Our approach
allows for easy integration of advanced techniques like forward and deferred shading methods, various methods for
casting shadows, simulation of particle systems and applying post-processing effects into indie games.

Student: Michal Zachariáš
Thesis title: Indie Game Development
Supervisor: Rudolf Kajan
Annotation: The aim of this work was to create an indie
game (independently-developed game) with educational
aspect. As theme we have chosen wildfires - how to fight
them and especially how to prevent them. The player is
supposed to extinguish fire as fast as he can and thus save
the largest area of forest possible and all civilians threatened by the fire. The text of the thesis describes how to
implement a 3D engine for real-time strategy games built
on the XNA framework and how to incorporate elements
such as realistic water, GPU based particle systems, fire
spreading, large detailed terrain, graphical user interface,
and intelligent units; behaviour into the gameplay. Our
game - Firefighters: Whatever it Takes! - was awarded
3rd place in international competition Imagine Cup by
Microsoft Corporation in the Game Design category.
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